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H© r©fereridyfni4icttiti®ii falls flat
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
A group opposed to the French 
immersion program in Saanich 
school district is circulating a 
petition which calls for a public 
referendum on the issue of 
French immersion this fall.
But the group — which hopes 
to attract supporters to help take 
petitions door-to-door — is 
wasting its time. There is no 
provision under the law for the 
school board to hold a 
referendum, board chairman 
Gerry Kristiansen said Monday.
There used to be provision for 
a referendum for capital ex­
penditures but this was removed 
from the Public School Act in 
1973. “Now'here in the act does it 
give provision for the board to
John Betts
. . .referendum ridiculous
hold a referendum,” 
Christianson repeated.
And an exasperated 
Christianson said he’d already 
“gone through the exercise” with 
the group twice, once when he’d 
answered questions put by the 
group through the medium of 
The Review (Aug. 26 issue) and 
then ‘‘having sat at a school 
board meeting and gone through 
the entire process again — 1 don’t 
really know that there are any 
questions that haven’t been 
answered.”
But he said the group was not 
looking for answers.
‘‘They simply don’t want 
French immersion.
‘‘They want to destroy it.”
Trustees, Christianson added, 
were elected to make decisions 
and the public, he pointed out, 
had elected three trustees in 
recent elections — Roy Hyn- 
deman, John Betts and Pat 
Murphy — who were in favor of 
French immersion, rejecting 
those who ran on anti-immersion 
tickets.
But Betty and Lome Colley of 
Saanichton, members of the 
group, say French immersion is 
not an issue which should be 
decided by election of trustees.
‘‘Trustees should not be 
Continued on Page 2
Fortunately no one was hurt when house at 1128 Verdier was knocked off foundation and collapsed around ex­
cavator Monday afternoon. Tom Cronk Photo
House iii9¥ed, collapsed
A motion to censure Aid. 
Dermid Bingham. for 
unauthorized use of the 
municipal seal was passed Aug. 
26 by North Saanich council’s 
committee of the whole and will 
come up again at the regular 
council meeting next week.
Bingham is one of a group who 
have been obtaining signatures 
on a petition calling for a 
referendum on the propo.sed 
$350,000 water main extension 
down Wain Road. On Aug. 26 he 
took in a petition sheet with 
signatures on it. had two copies 
made and left with a red seal 
impressed with the municipal 
imprint on all three pieces of 
paper.
1 ater in the morning deputy- 
cleik Vi Marshall requested by 
phone the seals be returned, This 
was not done. In the afternoon 
Mayor Fric Sherwood repeated 
the request on the telephone, and 
Bingham brouglit three strips of 
ivi|)ei with the setils on them to 
the committeemeeting that 
evening.
In the course of an animated
discussion at the meeting, which 
included use of the words 
‘‘illegal” and ‘‘di.shonest”, 
Bingham expressed regret that he 
had obtained the seals.
He said later he had intended 
to get a date stamp on the 
original paper showing it had 
been received at the municipal 
hall before the deadline, and take 
away the copies. When it turned 
out that such a stamp was not in 
use at the hall he wanted the 
papers “validated” in some way.
He then took all three papers 
to John Laphani, who was 
assembling the signed petition 
forms. He did not have them 
when Marshall requested their 
return, and he was on his way to 
Victoria, he explained.
Bingham said he took ex­
ception to the manner in which 
the requests for the return of the 
seals were worded, and that he 
had no idcii of the impoilance 
some people attached to them.
lie said he had consulted his 
lawyer regarding some of the 
things siiid at the council 
meeting.
By TOM CRONK
Larang Construction Ltd., 
owners of a house at 1128 Verdier 
Avenue in Brentwood, mow own ■; 
a collction " Of’ splinters an^* 
broken fixtures since the dwelling 
which had just been set on a new 
foundation collapsed Monday 
afternoon.
A neighbor, Mrs. E.T. Fade, 
of 1124 Verdier, said she was 
frightened by a “terrible crashing 
noise” while working in the 
kitchen of her home, and looking 
through her dining roomwindow 
saw the house next door had 
collapsed.
Larry Brooks, manager of real 
estate division of Canada Per­
manent and a principal of Larang 
Construction, said Tuesday it 
was fortunate no one was hurt 
during the incident.
Brooks said the house had been 
successfully moved and set on the 
new foundation just that mor­
ning, and an excavator was doing 
some work below the sundeck 
vs'licn the house caved in.
Apparently the machine, a 
small caterpillar-tractor, was in 
the process of biicking up under 
the sundcck when the roll-over 
roof contacted the support joists 
of the deck and lifted the entire 
house from the foundation.
Machine operator iind owner 
of Robertson lixeavating, Hughie 
Robert son, stiid rucsdiiy he fell
very fortunate he wasn’t hurt in 
the collapse since the sundeck 
which fell around his machine 
vvas a unique affair, composed of 
some three inches of concrete
poured over plywood decking.
Larry Brooks estimated the 
loss between $50,000 and $60,000 
but added both he and Robertson 
were insured.
He said plans are now “rather 
confused” and it is undecided 
whether Larang Construction 
will build a new . house on the 
property or sell the lots.
rescue men on rocks
By JOHN GREEN 
Is the bureaucracy of the
Canadian Coast Guard
deliberately trying to put its 
Canadian Marine Rescue
Auxiliary on the rocks?
A Central Saanich man who 
.served as treasurer of the
auxiliary has decided that the 
answer must be “yes.”
Douglas H. Keen, an engineer 
and business consultant who lives 
at 8100 McPhail Road, was a 
member of the auxiliary from
1979, and treasurer from August,
1980, until he resigned in 
December of that year.
Gleaminft Bolls'Royce was one of some 100 vintage cars rendezvousing at Deep Cove Chalet 
Sunday. Iiin\yuii iMnnu
intentional mismanagement and 
of misappropriating funds in­
tended for the auxiliary.
“I don’t think theCoa.sl Guard 
wants the CMRA to succeed, 
because It threatens their em­
pire,” he says,“and 1 am not 
alone in that opinion.”
Many of the people who 
handle most of the actual re.scues 
agree with him, he says, but are 
unable to speak out. Me went 
public last Wednesday after 
finally receiving material that had 
been rmiiled to him in June by 
Esqidmalt-Saanich Ml* Don 
Munro,
Keen said that even as treasurer 
he was never able to find out how 
much money vvas budgeted for 
tlic auxiliary, or how a lot of it 
was spent. Munro got the an­
swers through (luestions in 
I’aiiiament.
One answer was tliat there was 
$158,000 available for the 
western section of the CMRA in 
1980, Of thin ammtnt only 
$18,000 went to reimburse 
members for the cost of rescue 
operations. A greater amount, 
$22,000, was spent for CMRA 
officials to attend meetings.
■rhcrc was $27,837 for in 
■".urance covciage fo; auxiliaty
Douglas Keen
.Coast Guard empire threatened
members, one of the main having been spent for equipment, 
benefits for which volunteer 
resellers joined the program, but 
there was even more, $37,000, for 
administrtition by Coast Guard 
personhel, as well as $5,000 for 
lliem to attend meetings.
There was $1(),00{) shown as
Holiday 
deadlines
riie Review office,s will be 
closed Sept. 7 in celebration of 
f iihnr Day, DetulUncn for 
classified advertising and 
editorial copy next week is 5 p.rn,
Fiiday; di.%|)Iay advci tising, iioon 
Saint day,
but Keen says none was provided 
for the volunteers except $500 
worth of radio crystals.
Some of the figures could not 
be squared with those in the 
financial statements of the 
auxiliary, and there was still a lot 
of money unaccounted for, 
When Munro asked a .second set 
of questions, the ones for which 
the answers arrived last week, 
there was further confusion 
because the transport department 
.sliifled Us giound as to whether it 
was dealing with a calendar year 
ending Dec. .30 or a fi.scal year 
ending March 31, There vva:,, 
however, one clear statement:
"Under-utilized funds of 
$.30,000 from the 1980/81 
Cdiitinued cm t*tigc3
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troom has been 
delayed, a spokesman 
for the attorney- 
general’s ministry said 
Monday. The delay is 
partly due to making 
arrangements to have 
the facility ap­
propriately staffed 
and to work out a 
timetable for judges 
to hear cases in 
Sidney, he said.
It is hoped the 
postponement won’t 
delay the provincial 
court opening beyond 
October, although 
cases already set for 
Sidney court in 
September and Oc­
tober will be moved to 
the Law Courts 
building in downtown 
Victoria where an 
extra courtroom will 
go into operation.
Approval of the 
court was given before 
the provincial 
government’s hiring 
freeze, so it’s unlikely 
the delay can be laid 
at that door.
A definite date for 
the Sidney courtroom 
opening is expected 
next week.
•k ^ -k
It's not work 
to walk.
So why not 
walk to work?
Continued from Page 1
chosen on that issue alone — 
there are many other educational 
issues,” Colley says.
Trustee John Betts thinks 
Colley has a point, but if people 
feel strongly enough about an 
issue “then that’s the way it has 
to be,”
There is no way to go to public 
referendum on this, Betts says. 
“Trustees are elected to make 
decisions and if people are not 
satisfied, then at the next election 
those people can make their views 
known.”
It would be a ridiculous way to 
go, he * added, if every time 
certain people didn’t agree with a 
particular decision the board had 
made they called for a public 
referendum.
Trustee Pat Murphy agrees and 
trustee Lois Walsh suggested the 
group find people who hold its 
views on French immersion and 
get them to run for office. But 
she thinks it’s clear the way the 
majority of the electorate feels. 
Walsh and trustee Rubymay 
Parrott were re-elected to the 
board by acclamation and both 
were known to be in favor of the 
program.
Some three years ago the board 
rejected the program by a 4-3 
vote. Then Norma Sealey 
resigned to run for Sidney council 
and Roy Hyndeman — a pro- 
French immersion candidate — 
was elected. John Betts, also pro­
immersion, ran against then 
incumbent Jack Armstrong and 
was elected.
When the board finally voted 
in French immersion the vote was 
5-2. Former trustee Walter 
Tangee, who was challenged by 
Pat Murphy in a 1980 election 
and lost, and trustee Esther 
Galbraith opposed introduction 
of the program.
Now, with French immersion 
heading into its second year, Mrs. 
Colley charges the program is 
“elitist — that’s what’s worrying 
us.” It’s run at taxpayers’ ex­
pense and constitutes “private 
school treatment,” she adds.
She says English programs in 
Saanich district schools are not 
sufficient and wants them 
upgraded. “That’s where the 
money and effort should be going 
— in enriching and upgrading 
English programs.”
Coiley, who has two young 
children in school, says some 
people believe French immersion 
enriches their children’s lives and 
provides a challenge but “I think 
there’s enough in our schools to 
provide challenge.”
A teacher for 10 years, Colley 
says it’s important for children to 
have good communication with 
teachers. To have to speak 
French only in kindergarten, for 
example, she says, could con­
stitute emotional deprivation if 
youngsters were unable to express 
themselves;. It’s important for 
children to be able to speak in an 
uninhibited way with teachers, 
she says.
Colley also charges French 
immersion creates a “private 
school within a public school.” It 
makes for division — in a normal 
school everyone is pulling 
together but with the in­
troduction of French immersion 
“they’re out of step.”
Colley would like some helpers 
to take the petition around and 
suggests concerned citizens who 
would like to become active in the 
10-member group should write 
P.O. Box 465, Saanichton, VOS 
IMO.
The door-to-door drive for 
names on the petition has already 
started and Colley says the group 
already has a number of 
signatures.
SIDNEY^YIAND^S ,,
SHD ANNUAL SEPT. 3rd to NOV. 7th
Model BuMing Competition
with over two hundred dollars in prizes!
RULES
1. Register name, age and 
description of model at time 
of purchase from Sidney 
Toyland.
2. Models to be completed
and returned on Friday Nov. 6th.
3. Judging will be held Saturday 
morning Nov, 7th.
ARDMORE (iiOLE COURSE, 930 Arilmore Dr. and 
WcNt Suttnk'li Roiid, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-holcr, ideal for families, beautiful scenery, 
clubs and cart rentals, picnic and barbeque facilities, 
swiinminB beach nearby. Rhone656-4621.
RRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Rrcnlwood Drive, 
llreniwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVELODCJE. 2280 Rcacon Avc,, 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
DdX) p.m, to 2:00 a.m„ Rock & Roll & Country 
Music.
Live entertainment in the Lounge 8 p.m. to mid- 
iiiKlit.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM - A must to .see' 
when in Sidney -- an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nniuicnl -- lorrited nrxt to the Clipper
Inn, 2554 llcvait. Rhone 656-6633. 
llonnt Daily 10 a.rn, to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesday and WedneRday.
(ages 6 -10)
1st Prize $25 Model Kit 
2nd Prize $15 Model Kit 
3rd Prize $10 Model Kit
mnmm
(agos 11-15)
1st Prize $40 Model Kit 
2nd Prize $25 Model Kit 
3rd Prize $10 Model Kit
SEr^BOI^S
(ages 16 & UP)
1st Prize $50 Model Kit 
2nd Prize $30 Model Kit 
3rd Prize $15 Model Kit
.WITH GOOD OLl»«ASH10NEi»FRlC£SS SEFT. 3-12th
WONDERFUL PUZZLER ,..,. . .............s'gg *3.99
BIKE PAKS.......... ...............13.50 9.50
SMURF ft MUPPET TOTE BAGS................................. ,4 gg 3.49
LAURENTIAN COLOUR MARKERS 20 Pk...........  3 gs 2 99
LAURENTIAN COLOUR MARKERS 12 Pk........ . "2 25 l’65
..
For Um P«rant« from Uw
Ceffee Barrel section
WORLDS FINEST COFFEE (IQ variotios) 
SO* off por lb, (1 lb. mln.j
WORLD FINEST TEAS (34 variotios) 
SO* off par Vi lb. (V* lb. min.)
SBDMEY TOYLAND
2436 BEACON AVE. 6S6-1411
fcMMggMggmaBamiia^^
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On the rocks?
Continued from Page 1
allocation were applied to other 
Canadian Coast Guard search 
and rescue resource requirements 
in the Western Region.”
Keen says the auxiliary 
members never knew that money 
was there, and instead “every 
time we turned around we were 
told, ‘There’s no money for 
that.’ We were trying to make it 
work on the understanding that 
no money was available.”
The transport department 
figures showed Coast Guard 
rescue operations cost an average 
of $1,237 per incident, while 
incidents involving only auxiliary 
personnel cost $248 each. Keen’s 
figures show that the amount 
actually paid for volunteers’ 
expenses averaged only $25 per 
incident.
And in his term, as treasurer he 
says, he found himself spending 
several days a week buried in 
paper work created by the 
bureaucrats, including expense 
claims mislaid, mishandled or 
sent back because a few cents 
were in question.
On the other hand, a 54-page 
brief he submitted proposing 
revision of the method of paying 
for claims, with a formula that 
was endorsed unanimously by the 
auxiliary’s board of directors, 
received almost no response at all 
from the Coast Guard except a 
statement that it was “null and 
void” because it hadn’t arrived 
through the proper channels.
Keen points out the auxiliary 
doesn’t actually work under the 
Coast Guard at all. Rescuers, 
whether from the Coast Guard, 
the auxiliary, the Armed Ser­
vices, the Provincial Emergency 
Program, or those like Horst 
Klein on Pender Island who are 
not part of any organization, are 
dispatched by the defence 
department’s rescue co­
ordination centre at Esquimau, 
not by the Coast Guard.
Keen’s opinion, which he says 
is shared my many others who 
cannot speak publicly, is that 
only an organization coihposed 
of and controlled by volunteers 
can possibly provide the rescue
Popular receptionist at Sidney 
Silver Threads, Stephanie 
Chance has been promoted 
and transferred to Victoria.
coverage needed on B.C.’s 
thousands of miles of coastline. 
Vessels and crews paid for by the 
taxpayers are far too expensive to 
cover so huge an area, and 
bureaucratic empire-builders are 
stifling the volunteer efforts.
“Successful businessmen just 
don’t get along with low-level 
bureaucrats,” he comments. 
“Their methods are totally 
different.”
He shares Horst Klein’s 
opinion that compensation 
should be based on the boat’s 
speed and cost of operation, not 
its length. The present formula, 
$1.75 per foot of boat length per 
hour, penalizes the fast boats, 
particularly if they are also small, 
yet these are the boats that are 
most effective in rescue 
operations. Maximum payment 
now goes to the type of boat that 
takes the longest to reach the 
victims.
This was the main subject of 
his brief, in which he also pointed 
out that in the spring and summer 
of 1980 only 55 of the 189 vessels 
in the CMRA actually took part 
in rescue operations, and just 23 
vessels handled 151 out of 189 
calls.
Thirty-two calls were handled 
by a single high-speed boat 
which, because of its high fuel 
consumption and small size,
■ earned only about half enough 
money to pay for fuel. At the 
other end of the scale were large, 
slow boats receiving three times 
their fuel cost.
Keen points out that many of 
the people instrumental in setting 
up the Marine Rescue Auxiliary 
and serving on its early executives 
have since dropped out.
One of those is Ian 
Hetherington, emergency services 
co-ordinator at Nanaimo, who 
says the people in the Nanaimo 
marine rescue group get much 
better disability benefits and are 
provided with an excellent 17- 
foot vessel through the Provincial 
Emergency Program and would 
have lost a lot by coming into the
That one group handled 219 
calls in i980j and 161 so far in 
1981. Hetherington says he 
believes there should be only one 
marine rescue organization, and 
it should be federal, but the 
CMRA setup is not good enc)ugh.
An active rescue unit at Prince 
Rupert also decided to remain 
outside the C.M.R. A.
Don Munro’s investigations 
have convinced him that Keen is 
on firm ground.
“1 am anxious to see that the 
ordinary boater who will help his 
fellow boaters is able to do so,” 
he says. “The Coast Guard seems 
to be putting blocks in their 
way.”
He is keeping an eye on an 
evaluation of search and rescue 
programs that is being done by a 
federal government team, and 
says it has expressed an interest in 
a “Lifeboat Association”.
This type of volunteer 
association, outside government 
control, handles life.saving in the 





The pet it ioners 
have \von the first 
round. Next move is 
up to North Saanich 
council.
The group opposing 
the $350,000 Wain 
Road water main last 
Thursday turned in 
petitions bearing more 
than 300 signatures 
asking for a public 
vote on the project.
That was more than 
double the five per 
cent of the voters 
required, and 
municipal staff have 
confirmed an 
adequate number of 
the signers are on the 
current voters list.
As a result council 
cannot pass Bylaw 
365, which authorizes 
the borrowing of the 
$350,000, until the 
bylaw has been ap­
proved by a majority 
vote of the municipal 
electors.
Council will decide, 
either at the regular 
meeting Sept. 8 or at a 
special meeting that 
may be called earlier, 
whether to precede 
immediately or to wait 
for the municipal 
elections in
November. In either 
case the work on the 
water main, which 
would have begun in a 
few weeks, cannot 
now go ahead.
The bylaw on which 
. the vote would be held 
deals only with 
borrowing the money. 
Another bylaw, 
number 360, sets out 
what the money 
would be spent for.
It calls for ,in-_ 
stallation of 3,730 feet 
of 10-inch pipe on 
Wain Road from 
West Saanich Road to 
Kalitan Road and 
1,364 feet of 8-inch 
pipe on Wain Road 
from Kalitan to Deep 
Cove Road.
On Kalitan Road 
561 feet of 8-inch pipe 
would be laid from 
Wain Road to Birch 
Road.
Estimated cost of 
the work is $349,555. 
Estimated life is 50 
years.
All parcels of land 
in the municipality 
that are on piped 
water would pay for 
the installalin through 
an increase in the 
annual charge from 
$18 to $24.35.
SIDNEY TWIRLERS AND DRUM CORPS
REGISTRATION
Thurs., Sopt. 10 & 17 
6 to 8 p.m.
Sidnny Elonriontnry School Gym 
BOYS AND GIRLS 
Twirlors — Ago 5 yrs. & up 
Drummers — Ago 8 yrs, & up 
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Undignified
It’s amazing how a small group of 
dissidents without any logic or reason to 
support their views — certainly none 
have been expressed publicly to date — 
can persuade a fairly large number of 
people to take action against a perfectly 
sane decision taken by an elected body 
of people.
We’re referring to the so-called “gang 
of six’’, which includes two North 
Saanich aldermen, who have been 
gathering signatures on petitions, the 
aim of which is to defeat a bylaw and 
hold a referendum which would prevent 
residents from obtaining an improved 
water supply and safer firefighting 
capabilities.
Installation of a watermain on Wain 
Road is part of a $10 million water plan 
undertaken by peninsula municipalities 
long ago to ensure proper water supply 
to the area.
Now we’re told the group has won the 
first round, that petitions have turned in 
more than 300 signatures asking for a 
public vote on the bylaw which would 
have authorized council to borrow 
$350,000 over 20 years with the 
provincial government paying 75 per 
cent of the total costs. It will cost tax­
payers in North Saanich 12 cents a week 
or $6.35 ayear!
Now council cannot pass the bylaw 
until it has been approved by a majority 
yote.,<:J|j|^!i\icipal electors. No decision
whether to hold a 
referendum ■ imifiediately OrftCKwait liiltil 
miiMti^l elect!
And while we recognize the right of 
any group to be heard, and if necessary, 
to take action, we would have looked for 
a bigger issue with which to incite 
taxpayers to rebellion.
But a necessary water supply for a 
mere$6 ayear?
Not very dignified somehow, is the 
avidity with which the group has been 
running around for names to overturn a 
decision council members were elected to 
make.
Simple answer
It’s just as w'ell there is no provision in 
the Public Schools Act for a referendum 
to decide the fate of French immersion 
programs in Saanich school district. 
Saanich school board is faced with a 
.similar situation to North Saanich 
council as a small group of people at­
tempt to gain support for their views and 
knock out French immersion.
Again, this is not a decision to be 
made by referendum. It’s an educational 
decision to be decided by school trustees,
Don’t agree with them? Run your own 
candidates at the next election and turf 
the incumbents out. It’s that simple.
60 YEARS AGO
From (he Sept. 1, 1921, Issue of The Review 
What is said to have been deliberate 
sabottigc by .some member of the crew nearly 
cast the Nawsco steamship “.Springfield” on 
the rocks in Active Pass last Monday. The 
vessel, under command of Capt. Coleman, 
sailed from Vancouver for New York and 
way ports, and made a good run to Active 
Pass. Immediately she entered that channel 
her rudder went out of commission, and it 
was only by throwing the engines full speed 
astern that .shewas saved from running 
ashore.
.50 YEARS AGO
From the Sep(. 3,1931, Issue of The Review 
After defeating the Sidney players the 
North Saanich Service Club softball team 
journeyed to Victoria on Friday again to 
bring home the “bacon". This was the final 
game for the Poodle Dog Knockout Cup 
played belwf'ffi the Sendee Clnh t(»am and 
the Vjew Royals and after a hard fight
Sad debate
I note that Mr. Jolly of Chevron Canada, 
whilst quibbling with the report in The 
Review about Chevron’s presentation to 
North Saanich council, introduces errors of 
his own to the long, sad debate about Hatch 
Point, (letters - 26 Aug.,’81).
I find the wrong inpression he leaves far 
more objectionable than what euphemisms 
Mr. Haslam may or may not have used to 
mask the fact that he was advocating the first 
step in the ultimate industrialization of 
Saanich Inlet.
Mr. Jolly is entitled to nit pick to his 
heart’s content, but implying that their 
presentation cleared all our doubts is clearly 
erroneous. 1 take unequivical exception to 
his statement that “Mr. Haslam’s comments 
(along with a table-top model) seemed to 
satisfactorily answer questions from 
members of council”. In point of fact none 
of my questions were answered.
The basic issue (to me and many others on 
both sides of the Inlet) is whether or not the 
inlet should be industralized. I asked what 
guarantees could be provided that the 250 
acres surrounding the 50 acres already 
purchased by Chevron can be prevented 
from following down the road of industrial 
land use and received no answer. (It is 
owned by the same individual who sold 
Chevron its parcel).
■I am pleased that Chevron finally saw fit 
to take North Saanich into its confidence 
and further, I sympathize with them because 
most of their installations are old and 
decrepit. My sympathy fails somewhat short 
of accepting any of the responsibility for 
proper long range planning on their part.
Why should the various users of the inlet, 
be they fisherman, bird watchers or little 
boys exploring tide pools, be deprived of 
their corner of this natural and recreational 
heritage because Chevron’s facilities haven’t 
been updated or because Chevron does not 
see fit to use the subsidized (to a tune of $42 
million!!) tank farm at Duke Point?
Aid. Jay Rangel, 
North Saanich.
Wishful thinking?
The battle for or against French im­
mersion classes in School District #63 rages 
on. Ambitious parents, concerned taxpayers, 
rednecks, schoolboard members, public 
meetings, briefs,' the whole works! Dollars 
and ceiits are in the forefront.,
’ However, one s'egment of the population 
is completely ignored — the children, who are 
the ; passive victims of this 7 dangerous 
educational experiment.'
As aVlinquisCand pedagogue I have to 
speak out. To be fluent in one or more 
foreign languages in adult life is of great 
advantage, no doubt about it. But to be 
immersed at the tender age of five into a 
totally foreign element is emotionally 
bewildering.
It means elitist' educational segregation 
from English educated friends. It creates 
alienation between non-francophone parents 
and their own offspring. A young child does 
need all the help and the sharing with the 
child’s early school experience.
To be proficient in one’s mother tongue 
takes some six to eight years of the child’s 
life. The fact that a child coming out of a 
total French immersion program can recite 
French nursery rhymes, count to 1,000 in 
French and sing “Stir le d’Avignon, on y 
danse” and can say, almost without an 
accent; “II fait beau” is no proof the child is 
bilingual.
He or she has been deprived of the reading 
of English stories and poems, which would 
appear to be his birthright, growing up in a 
predominantly English speaking pan of 
Canada.
Why can’t he communicate with his 
parents in the language which he uses with an 
imported francophone teacher? Why this 
confusion?
It is claimed that in grade three or four the
child is just as proficient in English as in 
French. This is wishful thinking. Let the 
schoolboard conduct a valid experiment— 
take some average French immersion 
children and let them read an English story, 
let them write English dictation, and let them 
compose an easy assignment in English!
Do parents really want their children to be 
able to compete for employment where 
English is the main requisite? As adults they 
will not all get jobs in Quebec.
A student has to be about 10 before he can 
absorb the structure, idiom, syntax of one or 
two foreign languages. Total immersion at 
too early an age results in “pidgin French” 
and “pidgin English” as well.
Parents; do not think of the expense in­
volved, think of the normal development of 
your child. French immersion is not ■ 
beneficial, it is harmful.
Dr. Herta Hartmanshenn 
10942 Madrona Drive
Praises Lions bash
Hip hip hooray for Volunteer 
Organizations! The Sidney Lions Sea 
Cavalcade was a lot of fun and enjoyed by 
many. I’m sure. Did you see the fireworks 
display at dusk Sunday night? Wasn’t that 
spectacular? And for those who missed it. . . 
how about next year? Hopefully this will be 




My wife and I would like to thank Don 
Morrison, a teacher at Strawberry Vale 
school, and Diana Melif and Cindy Odarica 
from the Hotel Sidney who all showed great 
kindness and first aid skill attending our 
young son, Terry, when he cut his finger 
while fishing at Sidney wharf last week. 
Their actions, when contrasted with the 
attitude shown'by a local company, were 
even more appreciated.
E.D. James, 
2081 Weller Avenue, 
Sidney.
Who^s to blame?
Who is to blame for the failure of BCRIC?
A good case has been made that serious 
misjudgement on the part of BCRIC 
management has caused serious problems 
for the corporation.
Indeed, the now-rescinded appointment of 
Edgar Kaiser to the board, the S'/z per cent 
commission paid him; the astonishingly high 
price paid for Kaiser coal, the personal 
ownership by senior BCRIC officials of, 
Kaiser shares, the unsuccessful bidding war ^ 
at MacMillan Bloedel — all these and other 
controversies have damaged the value of 
BCRIG’s shares and reputation both,
However, the fundamental problem faced 
by BCRIC is the low value of its shares; this 
is not simply the fault of BCRIC 
management. Rather, it is the result of an 
extraordinary blunder made by Premier 
Bennett in 1979.
When BCRIC. was established, its assets 
were sound. The bulk of thern had been 
assembled and enhanced by the first New 
Democrat administration. They wer.e well- 
managed, profitable and constantle im­
proving in value.
The first BCRIC prospectus valued these 
assets, and reported that their net worth was 
$11.16 per share.
For political purposes, Bill Bennett or­
dered these shares reduced in value to the fire 
sale price of $6. For six months, this clever 
gimmick worked. The share sale was huge, 
the premier got re-elected, and BCRIC got 
going.
Would the 1979 election have produced a 
different result if BCRIC shareholders knew 
then what they know today?
Charles Barber, MLAS 
Opposition Critic for BCRIC
THE TIDE GUIDE 
BrougM to you through the courtesy of
heh wh-qU marim
new and used • sail and power 
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown are “Standard Times”
Thu. 0150 5.2 0805 8.8 1340 6.1 1950 9.9
Fri. 0230 4.9 0920 8.7 1420 7.1 2025 9.7
Sat. 0320 4.5 1055 8.8 1515 7.9 2050 9.5
Sun. 0240 4.2 1235 9.0 1645 8.5 2105 9.2
Mon. 0510 3.9 1410 9.5 1835 8.7 2150 9.0
Tub. 0600 3.6 1455 9.8 2005 8.6 2245 8.8










Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SERVICE
Attend The Church of






2151 Lannon Way 
Sunday 
9:45 a.m. Teaching
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship 
Wed./Thurs
7:30 p.m. Home Study 
Groups





Pastor Ernie Kratofii 
Phone 477-8478








] 1 ;00 a.m. Worship'
7;30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
.ALL .ARE WELCOME








11:00 a.m. Choral 
Eucharist (Nursery)
All Welcome! 



















Rov. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
'.WWiCyLLW'r:.. W'i-A
throughout the nine innings the score stood 
at 7-5
40 YEARS AGO
from the Sept. 3,194l,Ts!iue of The Review.
Sgt. Pilot W. Ivan Mount, second son of 
Mr. and Mrs, W.M, Mount, Ganges, B.C., 
received his wings at No. 11 Service Training
School, Yorkton, Saskatchewan, August 16.
* * ■ *
Mrs. J.J. Mulholland, Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, has kindly consented to loan the use 
of her garage as a receiving depot for the 
B.C. Salvage Corps in this district,
30 YEARS AGO
From (he Sept. 5,1951, ksiie of The Review 
All records of the past 83 years were 
broken over the l.abor Day week-end 
holiday when the fir.st two-day Saanich fair 
attnicicd a lutal uf uvci 9,000 people.
The heat was on in Central Saanich 
council chamber on Tuerday evening when 
the question of the appointment of Sidney
Fire Cliief G.A. Gardner as honorary 
niemhcr of Central Saanich fire cominiitee 
was raised by Councillor Ray Lamont, The 
appoinlment was not made.
20 YEARS AGO
From (be Sept. 6,1%1, ls.sue of The Review 
At least one new .ship is destined for the 
service between Swartz Bay and the Gulf 
Islands, Premier W.A.C. Bennett promised 
on iMiday. Premier Bennett bcc,inie com­
modore of the Gulf Islands ferry fleet on 
I'liday morning before taking over the Gulf 
Iskmds r-'erry Company (1951) Ltd. as an 
integral part of the provincial ferry 
operation,
10 YEARS AGO
IToiii the Sept. 1,1971, ksue of The Review 
Sidney Council adopted a new bylaw 
making taxes payable on July 15 and Sep­
tember 1 in:ncad of .August 1.*^ and October
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
6:30 p.m, : Saturday 
' Mass 














10:30 a,m, Family 
Worship (including 
lull Sunday School 
program (or children) 
6:00p.m, ^ Evening 
Fellowship
fi',30pm, Pioneer




























Dennis |. Paap, Pastor
Off. & Res. 656-7484 
Church 656-2721
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792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday
Services in August 











5550 Hamsterly Rd, 
Sunday Services 
10 a.m, 11 a.m. and 
7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m.
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70011 W. S.ianii:h Rd. 
Brentwood Hiiy
10:00 a.m. Sunday 
School
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship




Study & Prayer 
:■ Meeting
A riiendly Family Church 
serving Central Saanich
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on the Saanich Peninsula 
— Established Accounts —
Excellent for energetic person
Offers on $26,000.
656-2939
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Amy Jones, 2 Vi years, looks impressed with blooms on display at Sidney and North Saanich Garden Club summer 
flower show, at Sanscha Hall last weekend. [See story page 14] Tom Cronk Photo
I
It’s those doddlers!
A Sidney resident plained. He admitted, both lanes on Pat 
was puzzled • when he though, that some Bay. If people want to 
read a story in a recent slow drivers are a “doddle” along they 
edition of The Review nuisance when they should get in the slow 
which said Sidney are found driving in lane, Watson advised. 
RCMP would be 
cracking down on 
slow drivers. Our 
reader thought the 
problem — from his 
observation — on the 
Pat Bay Highway was 
speeding motorists.
But RCMP Staff.
Sgt. Ken Watson said 
all RCMP detach­
ments had the same 
directive to crack 
down on slow drivers 
— it was not directed 
at Sidney, he ex-
Penlnsyla ^inor 
Hockey Association
Registration and Used Equipment
SALE
PANORAMA LEISURE CENTRE 
SEPT. 9 & 10, 6- 9 p.m. 
SEPT. 12, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
For information Call 656-3896
THINK OHRISTMAS GIFTS NOW!
GET THE FAMILY TOGETHER FOR 
THAT SPECIAL PORTRAIT 
FOR YOUR LOVED ONES OVERSEAS 
BOOH NOW FOR




2420 BEACON AVE. 656-4245
EVENING SITTINGS OUR SPECIALITY IN HOME OR STUDIO
For Back-to-Schml in style we have 
Jeans, cords, suspender pants and 
dress pants.
Corner of Verdier Ave. 
And West Saanich Rd. 652-5812 
in Beautiful Brentwood Bay




Davidge will be 
conducting an inquest 
at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 9 at 
Central Saanich 
municipal hall into the 
death of Doug Yates, 
29, who was killed 
Aug. 12 in an in­
dustrial accident at 
Ken’s Drilling, 6836 
Kirkpatrick in Central 
Saanich.
Yates, 3 0 2.5 
Jackson, who was 
; married with three 
children, was loading 
pieces of steel well 
casing when he 







The joint librtiry 
i committee of Siditey 
and Norllt Saiinicli 
councils approved 
'architect’s plans for 
the new library at a 
; meeting held Aug. 25,
, and lenders tire being 
called this week by 
Sidney administrator 
(Jeoff I.ogan.
renders will close 
on Sept, 24,
The decision to call 
tenders was the 
responsibility of the 
commillee, but both 
: councils must approve 
before a bid can be 
accepted and con­
struction begin, 
Estimated cost is 
$507 .OOO, Architects 
a r e M tt r s h a 11,







NOW-TOUGHER DRIVING LOWS FOR THE SAFETY 
AND PROrKTION OF All BRITISH COUIMBUNS.
At present, an oRtiirmted S2,000 drivers in lirili.sh 
Columbia arc under suspension. Uvidence shows that 
many ofihem are continuing’lo drive wliile under 
suspension and are the cause of rurihcr accidents.
New legislation lias been passed to make it sal'er for 
all British Columbians to travel our higliways, byways, 
and industriitl roatls,
Now, motorists who are convicted ofeontinuing to 
drive while under suspension will receive on first con­
viction, a fine of from $300 to $2,000 plus a 
minimum term of 7 days in jail. Upon a second 
conviction, the satrie range of lines will apply, 
plus a minimum term of 14 days in jail.
On a first conviction there will be an additioiiitl 
suspension of three months. If there are any further 
convictions, the additional suspension is six months.
This legishition applies to all drivers including in­
dustrial and commercial drivers as well as the. general 
public so long as the driving-undcr-suspension 
olTence occurs on public or industrial roads.
These strong measures arc part of a new program that 
will hell) heep B.C. roads stifer for all vvlio inivel ihem,
HULES:
•Entants must be over 19 yrs.
•Limit three names per entry 
•Existing building names ineiigibie 
•Entries will be judged Sept, 19/81 
•Judges decision final 
•In the event ol duplication, the entry open­
ed first will win
•Entry forms to be received at the Review of­
fice by September 15/81
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As depicted, this 5-(loor building will be located at Beacon & 1st -- on the site of the 
Mitchell & Anderson Lumber Go. It will consist of retail stores and four levels of con* 
dominiums.
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PHONE Mail or Deliver entry to Tito Sidney Review. ^ 1
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Wednesday, September 2,1981
Pages THE REVIEW Wednesday, September 2,1981,
LLOYD A. JOHNSON
BARRISTER, SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
IS PLEASED rO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS LAW OFFICE
New plan hot potato? Solution sought 
to overload
AT
#210 - 2405 BEACON AVE. 
(UPPER MALL, TOWN SQUAl^E) 
SIDNEY B.C. V8L 1X5
MONDAY 'iX) S/Vi'URDAY TliL: (55(v()9:Yi-
North Saanich council is treating the new 
proposal for housing on the Aylard property 
on Wain Road like the traditional hot 
potato.
The proposal first came up .\ug. 10 at a 
planning committee meeting, and was sent 
on to council without commem. When 
Mayor Eric Sherwood pressed committee 
members for some recommendation they 
insisted the whole council should study the 
proposal.
A special meeting of council in committee 
of the whole was held .-\ug. 27 at which the 
proposal was gone over agaitt, hut instead of
The difference
between you and a 
person who's fit 
is that anything
you can do
1982 Crew — 
make space &
14% FINANCINC AVAILABLE!
Chris Craft — Rutters Clinker & Whaler Boats are coming — We need to 
offer you our used boat stock with 14% financing!
he can do 
better.
acting, council decided to refer the matter to 
the advisory planning commission.
The plan, presented by Peter Burchett, 
would put 30 homes in clusters of 
townhouses and another 30 detached houses 
in an 80-acre area now occupied largely by 
trees and outcrop rock. The development 
would be under strata title legislation, with 
purchasers owning their dwellings and 
sharing the rest of the property.
The land is in the Agricultural Land 
Reserve and would remain so, but would be 
re-zoned “residential.” A previous plan had 
Land Commission approval for this 
procedure but did not include any multiple 
dwellings.
Mayor Sherwood opposed the previous 
plan, even though it did not involve land 
now being farmed, because it would in­
troduce residential development into an area 
surrounded by farms.
It was pointed out at the Aug. 27 meeting 
North Saanich does not have a zone that 
allows multiple dwellings, and the 
development does not conform to the 
community plan and would require other 
bylaw changes as well.
A proposal by Aid. Harold Parrott that 
council give approval in principle did not 
receive support.
Overloaded buses. on the Saanich 
Peninsula appeared to be a great source of 
delight to Sidney council at a recent 
meeting.
“What a delightful situation,” murmured 
Mayor Norma Sealey. “What a happy 
situation,” Aid. Ross Martin burbled.
But council’s pleasure at the overloading is 
not because unhappy residents were unable 
to obtain seats on buses. It was because 
council had confounded those who, when 
the buses started running in January, 
thought they would never be used.
Council was happy its own prediction — 
that the buses were needed and would be 
used — was correct.
All that remains to be done is to correct 
the situation and the Capital Regional 
District in conjunction with the Metro 
Transit Operating Company is monitoring 
all bus routes to see what the solution is.
Sealey said it was possible a bus could be 
pulled off a “slack” route and be put on as 
an extra bus in the overloaded 70 Pat Bay 
route from Swartz Bay to Victoria. Or, since 
new buses are constantly on order, one may 
arrive and be slipped into the overloaded 
route.
2T GLASPLY cuddy cabin, 1978, 188 hp Nler- 
cruiser f.w.c. Galley, head, swim grid, hydraulic 
trim tabs, VHP, cassette recorder, depth sounder, 
chart recorder. Like new, with 6 monthWarranty. 
Reduced in price for quick sale. $15,700.
SKOOKUM “SALTY” 17’ Fish Boat with cabin & 22 
h.p. O.M.C. 1980 sail drive. Approx. 25 hrs. on 
engine. Includes 2 swivel seats, depth sounder, 
tach meter, etc. $9300.00 with 6 mo. warranty. 
Kicker & trailer available.
PsEtGli Maphi® Sliop OPEN FRI.
9751 ■ 4th ST. - JUST OFF BEACON




B.M.W. MARINE STERNDRIVES AND iNBOARDS 
AVON INFLATABLE BOATS
MICHIGAN AND FEDERAL PROPS. 
ACCESSORIES — MARINE SUPLIES




Bill Wonnacott, manager of the Sidney office of 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. is very pleased to con­
gratulate Ken for being tops in sales for the month 
of August., Ken specializes in residential and farm' 
properties serving his clients on the Peninsula. For 
top notch efficient real estate service call Ken:
Office Block Bros. Home
656-5584 Realty Ltd. 656-0390
AM/FM stereo 
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professionals are late 
additions to the entry 
list of an already star- 
studded Victoria 
Open Golf Tour­
nament being played 
at Glen Meadows this 
week.
The new entries are 
Pat Fitzsimons, from 
Sisters, Oregon, 
winner of the Los 
Angeles Open in 1975, 
and Doug Campbell. 
Don Bies, who won 
the B.C. Open at Glen 
Meadows last year, is 
another top U.S. 
entry. He is a former 
winner of the Greater 
Hartford Open.
The Canadian 
contingent from the 
U.S. pro circuit is 
headed by Dan 
Halldorson of Shilo, 
Manitoba, winner of 
the Pensacola Open 
last winter, and Dave 
Barr of Kelowna, who 
won the Quad Cities 
this July. Jim Nelford 
from Burnaby is not 
entered.
' But at Glen 
Meadows the stars 
from the U.S. tour are 
facing a man with a 
better record on his 
home course than any
of them. Jim Rutledge 
won the B.C. Open at 
Glen Meadows in 
1979, his first year as 
a pro, beating 
Halldorson by two 
strokes. In the 1980 
B.C. Open he was one 
stroke back of Bics, 
three ahead of Barr, 
and set a course 
record of 65 in the 
first round.
So far the 22-year- 
old Rutledge has 
failed to qualify for 
the U.S. tour, but this 
week’s field includes 
two Glen Meadows 
pros who ha\ Bob 
Beauchemin, who is 
playing in the U.S. 
this year, and John 
Morgan who was on 
the U.S. circuit in 
1973.
The Victoria Open, 
with $35,000 plus 
prize money and a 
winner’s purse of 
$7,000 starts Thur­
sday and ends Sun­
day. There are 81 
professionals and 32 
amateurs entered.
The pro-am section 
of the tournament, 
being played today, 
has drawn a full entry 
of 100 local amateurs.
Touring pro 
Bob Beauchemin
KEN ALLEN is anxious to find a coach 
for the. Peninsula Old-Timers hockey club 
and anyone with the qualifications and 
interest is asked to call him at 656-6776 . . . 
somebody figured out that a pacer travelling 
at 20 miles per hour will take two strides per 
second with strides averaging 15 feet. 
However, when Niatross did the mile in that 
incredible 1:49 1/5, the final stride measured 
out at 23 feet, four inches. But then the 
speed for that mile was 32.927 miles per hour 
. . . five Vancouver Island-breds were sold at 
the first B.C. Select Yearling sale at the 
Thunderbird Equestrian Centre in 
Cloverdale. Jawl Brothers received more 
than $100,000 for three foals by Bold 
Laddie, one purchased by Neil DeMacedo of 
Victoria and one by Jack Diamond of the 
B.C. Jockey Club. Derek Green of Victoria 
received $14,000 for the first foal by Fitsys 
Story, by Dogwood Passport, and Dr. 
W.A.C. Scott of Courtenay sold a Com­
mand Module filly for $14,000 . . . 
Washington-bred Trooper Seven, the only 
horse to w-in successive Longacres Derbies, 
was a real bargain for owner-breeder Eugene 
Zeren. The sire is Table Run, the best in the 
statf , but the dam was a $1,500 purchase 
named Miss Holanda . . . Steve Cauthen is 
still riding in England, and is among the top 
dozen jockeys. In case you may have 
forgotten, he’s the fellow who was the talk 
of U.S. thoroughbred racing in 1977 and 
1978, the first year as a 17-year-old wonder 
who won 487 races and a record $6 million in 
purse monies and in 1978 as the fellow who 
guided Affirmed to the Triple Crown . . . 
pitcher Milt Wilcox is the player 
representative for Detroit Tigers, and just 
why he is so involved with a union is a bit 
difficult to explain in that he is said to have a 
contract calling for $260,000 a year although 
his career record at the time of the strike was 
66-65 . . . Montreal Expos are credited with 
having the best farm-system prospects in 
baseball and the theories of scouting-director 
Danny Menendez are interesting. “Our 
scouts” says Menendez, “are looking for 
tools, not performance. I tell them if the 
prospect runs and throws, get serious about 
him; if he hits, get very serious, and if he hits 
with power, don’t let him out of your sight. 
We worry about fielding last because that 
can be taught.” Atlanta-quarterback Steve 
Bartkowski may not be recognized as a 
philosopher but there is promise in his “If 
you don’t stand for something you’ll fall for 
anything.”
Diamond Shamrock Corporation recently 
paid $600,000 for a glass-enclosed box in 
Dallas Sladium. Officials and guest will now 
have the best scats inthe house but the fans 
so far away they need binoculars to watch 
ihe action will help pay for it because that 
$600,000 will be a tax write-off . . . hard- 
nosed Norm Van Brocklin, a great quar­
terback who didn’t get along with many 
people as a testy NFL coach, hasn’t 
forgotten some old enemies. Discussing 
brain surgery he needed in 1979, Van 
Brocklin said that “It was a brain transplant 
and 1 got a sportswriter’s brain so 1 could be 
sure 1 had one that hadn’t been used.
PETE ROSE is 40 and extremely well paid 
but he hasn’t yet reached the peak of his 
earning power. It’s reported that Japan’s 
Seibu Lions are anxious to give him a tax- 
paid $1.5 million contract for the 1983 
season — so anxious that they have offered 
Philadelphia Phillies $500,000 if they will 
release Rose when his contract ends in 1982 
... . Rose, incidentally, is among players 
asking for their salary during the lime 
players were on strike. He claims there was 
no caluse in his contract that said he 
wouldn’t be paid during a strike, and if he 
wins this one players might as well start 
another strike because there is no point in 
playing if you can get paid for deciding not 
to play ... New Orleans Saints, the only 
National Football League which has been in 
the league more than five years without 
earning a playoff spot, are only six years 
away from fulfilling their contract with 
fullback Jim Taylor. They signed the former 
Green Bay star to a 20-year deal in 1967, and 
he lasted but one season, gaining 390 yards 
. . . Taylor, of course, has been receiving 
considerably less than Magic Johnson will 
get from his 25-year deal with Los Angeles 
Lakers. Johnson will be getting $2,793.73 a 
day starting in 1984, but by then his agent 
will probably be trying to renegotiate . . . we 
keep reading about how much money was 
lost during the baseball strike but there must 
have been people who gained from it. The 
money normally spent for tickets and the 
other costs of going to games must have been 
spent somewhere else or saved. A lot of fans, 
one can presume, benefited . . . 
Meadowlands, a hosrse racing mint situated 
only a few miles from Times Square, has 500 
pari-mutuel windows and a grandstand 
which will accomodate 40,000 fans . . . the
VINCE FERRAGAMO is really getting a 
bad rap from disgruntled Montreal football 
fans. He is a fine passer who would be a 
standout on any Western Football Con­
ference club, and unlike some of his 
teammates is giving all-out effort in what can 
be kindly said to be a discouraging situation • 
... it followed, of course, that when David 
Overstreet, the high-priced rookie running- 
back brought in by Montreal Alouettes, 
continued to fumble that he would be called 
David Overpaid . . . when the Chino Little 
league, in California, decided that trophies 
would go only lo members of first place 
teams, players on other clubs threatened a 
strike. Officials caved in, spent funds set 
aside for 1982 use and purchased trophies 
for everyone. Yep, the wonderful world of 
sports . . . Nap Lajoie, w'ho had it happen to 
him in 1901, was the first major league 
baseball player lo receive an intentional base 
on balls with the based loaded. It of course, 
never did become a common practice but 
Babe Ruth was so honored on several oc­
casions . . . practically everyone who has 
played baseball has swung a Louisville 
Slugger bat. The first player to use one was 
Pete Brown of the Louisville Eclipses, and in 
1984 they will be able to have a 100th an­
niversary party to mark the occasion . . . 
Oakland Athletics are hardly deserving as 
first half winners in the American League 
West, having lost one more game than both 
the Texas Rangers and Chicago White Sox 
when the strike interrupted play . . . baseball 
may be the nalional sport in the U.S. but 90 
per cent of the gloves used are manufactured 
in the Orient. Pete Rose extolls the virtue of 
a Japanese-made glove and pays no attention 
to a charge that he’s a bit unpatriotic by 
declaring that if there was a war he would 




®JET & ROCKET PROPULSION 
^NAVIGATION ®BAND ©MARKSMANSHIP 
©PHOTOGRAPHY ©BUSH SURVIVIAL ©FLOOR HOCKEY 
©FIELD TRIPS IN CANADA & THE U.S.A„
All of the above and much more is 
yours to enjoy as a member of 676 
KINSMEN AIR CADET SQUADRON. 
As a cadet you will be proud to wear 
the distinctive 676 uniform, learn to 
work with your feilow cadets, and 
have the opportunity to attend sum­
mer courses at camps across 
Canada.
If you are between the ages of 13 & 18 
years and want to join, come on down 
September 17 after 7 PM to our Head­
quarters located on Canora in the In- 
dustria! section of the Victoria interna­
tional Airport or phone after 7 PM any 
Tuesday or Thursday evening — 
656-4423.
For further information call Major 
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Pirhana Swim Club members and parents enjoy friendly competition during wind-up banquet Sunday at Panorama Leisure Centre.




YOU CAN HEAT SUPER ENERGY- 
EFFICIENT HOMES FOR $50 TO $200 
AYEAR-TODAY!
It costs $500 to $ 1,000 to 
heat a typical Canadian 
house. But there are super 
energy-efficient homes 
coming on the market that 
heat for $50 to $200 a year.
They look like other new 
houses. They have various 
layouts- bungalows, ranch- 
style, splits, townhouses.
Nothing far out — and no far out 
prices, either.
They don’t even use special 
materials, or exotic technology.
What they do have are innovations 
in design and constiojction that 
have proven themselves through 
frigid Prairie winters.
NEW SUPER ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
HOMES -TO SHOW YOU HOW 
It’s time other Canadians shared these 
secrets. Thai’s why the Government of 
Canada is supporting the construction of new 
super energy-efficient homes as part of the 
National Energy Program, Builders will 
construct some in every province. Even those 
Canadians who aren’t in the market for a new 
home can use some of these innovations in 
their present homes. But the super homes are 
for sale, too. They’re meant for living, not just 
show,
MOST WINDOWS FACE SOUTH AND 
ARE ENERGY-CONSERVING 
The house is oriented to the sun with 
quality double-glazed windows facing south 
to soak up free solar energy. Fewer windows
minimize heat loss.
NOW, WHO NEEDS A BIG 
HEATING SYSTEM?
* To complete the energy-conserving 
features of these houses, they are 
equipped with automatic set-back 
thermostats and the most efficient of . 
appliances and heating equipment. 
The heating system is miniature 
both in size and consumption,
:: matching the space heating demands 
of the house. The water heater and hot 
water pipes are well insulated, and water 
temperatures are readily controlled. The 
major appliances all have low Energuide 
consumption ratings, and in some cases 
waste heat is captured and recirculated where 
it is needed, Efficient fiuorescent lights are 
used wherever possible rather than 
incandescent bulbs.
THICK WALLS-UP TO A FOOT (30 cm) 
THICK-AND FULL OF INSULATION 
Insulation. And more insulation. That’s one 
of the big secrets. The super energy-efficient 
house has two to three times more insulation 
than the average new home.
THE OPEN SECRETS OF A SUPER 
ENERGY-EFFICIENT HOME 
ffte four major items that make a home 
super onergy-efficient may add up to $6,000 
or 5 to lOCl to the construction cost of a new 
home, But that’s an investment which pays for 
itself in Uiwer fuel bills, keeps on paying 
dividends for years to come and adds to the 
resale value of the home,
WI|Ai;Ypirt.l,GHT
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arc sometimes 30 cm thick to take the 
abundant insulation, The attic is piled high 
with the stuff, and there’s even insulation in 
the doors, making them R,SI/1.7 or better, 
instead of the normal RSI/.35, You can’t see 
super-insulation, but it’s there, silently saving 
you money.
BUY A SUPER ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
HOME-OR ,IUST LEARN FROM ONE
If you’re in the market for a new home, here’s 
what to do:
Some super energy-efficient homes may be 
built in your community within the next year 
or so. Buy one, if you can.
They’ll be bargains.
When looking at any new house ask for the 
features that make a home suiier energy- 
efficient.
Even if you ’re not in the market for a new 
house you can still save energy and money in 
your present home. Here’s w'here the 
Ener,$avc Advisory Service - a free 
Government of Canada energy consulting 
service for all Canadians-can help. Mail the 
coupon below. We'l l send you our Ener$ave 
"Energy Analysis" (|uestionnaire. It will help 
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IT’S AIR'IIGHT BUT HEAL'rilY- 
WITH FRESH AIR
The entire house is wrapped (on the inside) 
with an airtight vapour barrier to reduce 
excessive rales of air change, to keep out 
drafts, and to keep household moisture from 
entering the walls. The vapour barrier is 
carefully overlapped and caulked at all joints 
-even behind electrical boxes. Every joint 
and crack is completely sealed. Doors and 
•' L windows arc weather-stripped and super- 
A] tif,;ht. Air-lock vestibules reduce drafts
TH___ when doors are open,
^ In fact, the house is so airtight that 
mechanical ventilation tnay have lobe 
provided. But even here, a unique 
air-to-air heat exchanger developed 
just for lliis purpose, or a small heat 
^ -
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heat from the outgrang air to the i-- 
incoming fresh air. Ventilation is 
elficicnt and controlled-not 
wasteful and haplni/tird.





Hundreds of local 
residents will take to 
the lanes in September 
when Miracle Bowling 
Lanes opens it’s doors 
for the fall season.
Alley’s . manager 
Lyle Riddell said 
Monday the many 
telephone queries he 
has been receiving 
suggest this could be 
one of the alley’s best 
seasons.
Riddell expects an 
increased membership 
in the Youth Bowling 
division of the lanes 
and in the adult 
sections.
He added the lanes 
have been completely 
refurbished, including 
the approaches, and 
foul lines have been 
installed. Lack of 
working foul lines has 
been a continuing 
complaint by some of 
the better bowlers 
using the lanes over 
the past few seasons.
Inquiries regarding 
Youth Bowling, the 
Commercial League, 
Credit Union League, 
Legion League, or the 
Golden Age League, 
should be directed to 






will host a used 
equipment sale during 
registration dates 
Sept. 9 and 10 from 6- 
9 pm and Sept. 12 
from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. at the Panorama 
Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 
656-3896.
i
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Sidney i^tei Inunted i;!;;•=i .:®ix Capital Region Transit System
by seieith inning blues
i iiiis
i III BUS SERVICE
LABOUR DAY WEEKEND
By TOM CRONK
Hotel Sidney of the Sidney Senior 
Men’s Fastball League, earned their berth 
in the playoff finals last week with a 10-3 
romp over Fulford Inn Salties of Salt­
spring Island, behind the tremendous 
pitching of rookie hurler Wayne Jones.
Jones gave up only three hits and two 
bases-on-balls during the contest, while 
his teammates rapped opposition Salties 
throwers for eight hits, including Graham 
Faulkner’s homerun in the seventh in­
ning.
Jones again pitched the first game of 
the finals against Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods Thursday night, one of two 
frustrating contests for Hotel Sidney 
players last week.
Leading 3-0, Hotel took the field in the 
bottom of the seventh inning despite the 
fact it was too dark to play. Harvey’s 
batters, capitalizing on the darkness were 
able to mount a strong attack and tie the 
game. Only an excellent throw by left 
fielder Graham' Faulkner saved the game 
for Hotel, when he and catcher Bill Day 
combined to put out Gavin Bland at the 
plate and end the inning.
Darkness forced cancellation of further 
innings. Continuation was scheduled for 
Sunday, prior to the third game of the
best-of-five series.
When the teams met in the second game 
of the series. Friday night. Hotel held a 2- 
0 lead in the seventh inning when the 
“blues” struck again.
Two were out and bases were loaded, 
when Terry Orr came to the plate for 
Harvey’s. His single scored three runs to 
give Harvey’s the lead in the game, but 
confused Hotel players thought the game 
was over. Terry thought the game was 
over and was almost chased around the 
bases by coach Dick Michaud to score the 
fourth run.
Terry had no problem scoring, since a 
frustrated Kim Hayward, Hotel’s centre 
fielder, had launched the ball out of the 
park, believing the game was over.
Though Hotel mounted an offensive in 
the dark of the bottom of the seventh 
inning, three consecutive outs left men 
stranded on second and third to end the
game.
Sunday, however, there was no threat 
of nightfall to plague the Hotel squad, 
and when the eighth inning of Thursday’s 
game commenced, it was immediately 
evident Hotel would have little trouble 
imposing their dominance.
Ted King opened the vengeful inning, 
greeting Harvey’s ace pitcher Bob Fox,
with a first pitch single through short. The 
ball eluded left fielder Dick Michaud and 
when the dust had settled. King was 
standing on third base.
Two batters later, Herman Underwood 
cranked his third homerun of the season, 
scoring King and giving Hotel a 2-0 lead. 
Before the top half of the inning ended, 
Kim Hayward, at first after being hit by a 
pitch, added insult to injury by stealing 
second then scoring on three Harvey’s 
errors.
Harvey’s scored one run in the bottom 
of the inning — but it was too-little-too- 
late.
Following a brief rest the teams took to 
the field for the third game of the series 
and Hotel took the lead 1-0 when Tony 
Graham crossed in the top of the first 
inning.
Though struggling because of a sore 
arm. Hotel pitcher Wayne Jones managed 
to blank Harvey’s batters until the fifth 
inning when Gavin Bland scored 
following his double.
Julian Valcourt, Harvey’s pitcher, had 
done his job well, until the fifth inning, 
w'hen Al Cross gave Hotel a 4-1 lead with 
a three-run homer. Though Harvey’s 
scored again in the sixth inning. Hotel’s 
defense held up, and the game ended 4-2.
Buses in the Capital Region Transit System will operate on 
the Labour Day weekend as follows;
Saturday, September 5, 1981 - Regular Saturday Service 
Sunday, September 6, 1981 - Regular Sunday Service 
Monday, Labour Day - Regular Holiday Service
Don’t forget to buy your 
Monthly Bus Pass.
I'handyDART' Custom 
Transit passengers: to 






I ^ i?_?| ISir CENTRAL SAANICH
fiECiEATION PMiii
HE^fSTRATIOI^ INFORI^ATfOPi'
Registration for all Recreation Department Programs 
takes place at the Municipal Hall, Wallace Drive at Mt. 
Newton X^'Road.'-vlv"'
Hours of Business: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
TO REGISTER; •
Set I — From Tuesday, September 8
Set II—^ From Monday, October 26
Refunds can be given if requested before the second
week of class.
KINDERGYM
Kindergym is an opportunity for tots to develop social and 
physical skills while using gymnasium equipment under the 
supervision of a parent. Our instructor will assist by presenting 
interesting games and challenges.
Instructor: Sheila Viggers l^^^^^^
#1. Walking to five years , '
Times: Tuesdaysi 3:45 - 4:45 p.m.
Location: Brentwood Elementary Gym 
Set I: Sept. 22 - Nov. 3 Cost; $10.50/7 sessions
Set II: Nov. 10 - Jan. 12 Cost; $12.00/8 sessions
#2. Walking to five years
Times: Thursdays, 3:45 - 4:45 p.m.
Location: Brentwood Elementary Gym
Set I: Sept. 24 - Nov. 5, Cost: $10.50/7 sessions
Set 11: Nov. 12 - Jan. 14, Cost: $12.00/8 sessions
CENTRAL SAANICH BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
Ages: 7 - 12 — Junior / 13 - 14 —- Intermediate / 15 and over
Seniors
K.I.C.S. PLAYSCHOOL CLASSES
Our prc-school classes, “Kids in Central Saanich” (K.I.C.S.) 
create opportunities for young children to grow in their social 
and educational skills through guided play, arts and crafts pro­
jects, music and singing, and more.
The Boys’ and Girls’ Club is starting its first full year of pro­
gramming at the new Central Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club, 
7856 East Saanich Road. Tuesday through Saturday, afternoon 
and evening programs include games, arts and crafts, bowling, 
films, model building, hiking, knitting and much more. Junior 
school programs are at Brentwood School Tuesday evening 6:30 
- 7:30 games, 7:30 - 8:30 floor hockey, and Saanichton School 
Thursday evening 6:30-7:30 floor hockey. Club membership is 
$5.00 per year. As volunteers arc the Club’s key source of man­
power, please feel free to offer your services or request more in­
formation on programs, please call 652-3021 or 383-1101 
(messages).
LADIES EVENING FITNESS 
These evening fitness classes are the perfect way to get in tune ; 
and keep trim.
'Class
Instructor: Brenda Cook - . , ,
Time: Monday and Wednesday, 7:{)0,As:|!:P(^lp^ .
Lbeatioh: Agricultural Society Hall 
Set I; Sept. 21 - Nov. 9, Cost: $17.50/14 sessions.
Set II; Nov. 23 - Jan. 13, Cost: $15.00/12 sessions.
ClasS' B, ;
Instructor: Pat Gargus 
Time: Tuesday & Thursday, 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Location: Agricultural Society Hall 
Set I: Sept. 22 - Nov. 12, Cost: $20.00/16 sessions.
Set II: Nov. 24 - Jan. 14, Co.st: $15.00/12 sessions.
MENS SPORT AND FITNESS
This class is intended for men who wish to play a variety of in­
door sports and combine it with exercises to achieve an improv­
ed level of fitness.
Instructor: T.B.A.
Time: Tuesday & Thursday, 7:30 - 8:45 p.m.
Location: Saanichton Elementary Gymnasium 
Set I: Sept. 22- Nov. 12, Cost: $20.00/16 sessions.
Set II; Nov. 17 - Jan. 14, Cost: $15.00/12 sessions.
ADULT VOLLEYBALL NIGHT 
Volleyball night is growing in popularity as 
more people come out to have fun in the big 
Stellys Gymnasium. Come and play — begin­
ners and fun seekers are most welcome!
Time; Thursday, 8:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Location: Stellys School Gymnasium 
One Fall Scs.sion: Sept. 24 - Dec. 17 
Cost: $10.00/12 sessions.
ill
A. BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB LOCATION
Instructor: Dorothy McCallum 
H. Three year olds
Times: Tues, and Thurs., 9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Set I: Sept. 15 - Nov. 5, Cost: $44.00/16 sessions
Set II: Nov. 10 - Jan. 14, Co.st: $44.00/16 sessions 
n, Three year olds
Times: Tucs. and Thurs., 11:30 - 12:45 p.m.
Set I: Sept. 15 - Nov. 5, Cost: $40.00/16 sessions
Set II; Nov. 10 - Jan. 19, Co.st; $40.00/16 .sessions 
n. Four year olds
Times; Mon., Wed. & Fri., 9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Set I; Sept. 14 - Nov. 6, Cost: $72.00/23 .sessions
Set II; Nov. 9’- Jan. 15, Cost: $72.00/23 scs.sions 
//4, Four year old.s
Times: Mon. and Wed., 12:00 - 1:15 p.m.
Set I; Sept. 14 - Nov. 4, Cost; $37.50/15 sessions
Set II: Nov. 9 - Jan. 13, Cost: $37.50/15 .sessions
LADIES A.M. FITNESS
This fitness to music class will cover the basics of sound fitness 
including flexibility, muscle tone, and aerobic fitness. Designed 
for beginner and moderate level. New 1 hour format begins at 
9:45.
Instructor: Ann Smith
Time; Monday, Wednesday «&; Friday, 9:45 - 10:45 a.m.
Location; Brentwood Community Hall
Set I: Sept. 21 - Nov. 6, Cost: $28.75/23 sessions.
Set II; Nov. 9 - Jan. 15, Cost: $28.75/23 .se.ssion,s 
Drop In Fee; $1.50 .session.
LADIES .lAZZERCIZE
This is a unique exercise class which utilizes the principles and 
techniques of modern jazz dance lo build fitness and grace of 
movement. Beginners are welcome,
Instructor: Sheila Marshall
Time: Monday and Wednc.sday, 10:00-11:00 a.m.
Location: Agricultural Society Hall 
Set I; Sept. 21 - Nov: 9, Co.st; $17.50/14 sessions.
Set II: Nov. 23 - Jan. 13, Cost; $15.00/12 sessions.
BADMINTON LESSONS
Here is an opportunity to learn the skills and techniques of bad­
minton with a skilled instructor. Put your new skills to work in 
the badminton social following each class. Bring your own rac- 
quet. Ik
Instructor; Mrs. Marilyn Lovcle.s.s 
Time: Tuc.sday, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Locution: Brentwood Community Hall 
Set I: Sept. 22 - Nov, 10, Cost: $10.00/8 sessions.
Set II: Nov. 17 - Jan. 12, Cost; $8.75/7 sc.ssions.
B. BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY I1AIJ. LOCATION
Instructor: Donna Gait 
Three year oldstf$.
Times: Mon. and Wed., 9:00 - 10:15 a.m.
mu
Set I: Sept. 14 ■ Nov. 4, Co.st: $37.50/15 sc.s,siou.s 
Set II; Nov. 2 - Jan. 13, Cost;$37.50/15 se,ssions 
Four year olds
Times; Mua. aitd Wed., 10:30 - 11:45 a.m.
Set I; Sept. 14 - Nov. 4, Cost: $37.50/15 .sessions 
Set II; Nov. 2 - Jan. 13, Cost; $37.50/12 .scs.sions
LADIES AFTERNOON FITNESS 
Thi.s is a twice per week exercise to music class for 
'those who find afl.ernaon.s most convenient.
Bcgiftncr and Moderate.
Instructor: Brenda Cook 
J iiric: liiesday Thursday, 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Location: Agricultural Society Hall 
Set I; Sept, 22 » Nov, 12, Co.st: $20.00/16 se.ssions.
Set II: Nov. 24 - Jan. 14, Cost: $15,00/12 ses.sions.
Drop III Fee: $1,50/,session,
llahyslttlng Fee: $1.00/Chikl/Day at Boys’ and Girls’ Club.
SQUARE DANCE CLASSES , „
Make new friends and enjoy yourself while learning to square 
dance. Hundreds of people in Greater Victoria arc enjoying this 
activity. Come and join in the fun.
Instructor: Mr. Arch Erikson 
Time: Monday, 8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Location: The Moose Hall, 7925 East Saanich Road 
Set I; Sept. 21 - Nov. 9, Cost: $10.00/7 sessions.
Set II: Nov. 16 - Jan. 11. Cost: $9.00/6 sessions.
ST. lOHN STANDARD FIRST AID 
Be prepared to iKoicci yourself and your family with a thorough 
knowledge of First Aid. Fir.st Aid training is also an as,set when 
applying for work. Your St, John In.struclor will cover Artificial 
Respiration, treatment of bleeding, fractures, multiple injuries, 
burns and poi.sons. Eleven 2 hour Ic.ssons. Dress comfortably 
and bring a notebook. A one-night Cardio Pulmonary 
Resuscitation course is available on the week following comple­
tion of the First Aid course for those who request it (co.st not in­
cluded).
Dates; Mondays, September 21 - December 7 
Time: 7:30 . 9:30 p.m.
Location; Central Saanich Lion.s Hall Co.st: $40,00
mi
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School Opening Time Closing Time
Claremont 8 30 a m 3:00 pm.
Parkland 8'45 am 3:10p.rn,
Siellys 8 00a.m 2:30 p.m.
Mt Newion 815 am. 2:25p m.
North Saanich 8:15a m 2:30 p.m
Royal Oak 8 15a.m. 2 25p.m.
Beaver Lake 8;30a.m. 2.30 p.m.
Breniwood 8:30a.m. 2:30p.m.
Cordova Bay 8;45a.m. 2:05 p.m.
Deep Cove 8:30a.m. 2:30pm.
Ourrance 8:30a m. 2:30 p.m.
Elk Lake 8;00a m. 2:15p,m,
Greenglade 8:30a.m, 2:30 p.m.
Keating 6:30a.m. 2:30p.m.
lochside 8:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m.
McTavish 8:40a,m. 2:50p,m.
Prospect Lake 8:30a.m. 2:30 p.m.
Saanichton 8;30a.m. 2:30 p.m.
Sansbury 8;40a.m. 2:50 p.m.
Sidney 8:30a.m. 2:30 p.m.
Nole: Parkland School only —
September 8 • Grade 9 and 10 only in attendance. 
September 9 • Grade 11 and 12 only in attendance.
Note; Stellys School only 
September 8 ■ Grade 9 
Grade 10 
September 9 • Grade 12 
Grade 11
8.00 a.m. • 11:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. • 2:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. • 11:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. • 2:30 p.m.
STUDENTS MUST REGISTER! WE CANNOT GUARANTEE A SEAT IF YOUR 
CHILD’S NAME IS NOT PLACED ON THE PASSENGER LIST. APPLICATION 
FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE SCHOOL OR THE TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, 2125 KEATING X ROAD - 652-1151 (Local 242 or 244).






Students living more than 2 miles from the school in their attendance area, will be pro­
vided with transportation. However, when space is available on the school bus. the 
students living nearest to the 2 mile walk limit will be given preference for that space.
Such pupils enrolled in the morning sessions will be transported to the school on 
regular bus runs, it eligible. However, as the numbers do not warrant a special run at 
noon, the parents of such pupils may apply tor a transportation allowance in lieu.
As school bus transportation to the afternoon sessions is not provided, the parents of 
such pupils enrolled In the afternoon sessions may apply, if eligible, for a transportation 
allowance in lieu. Such pupils wilt be transported home on regular after-school bus 
runs. ^
Students ol grades 1-8 inclusive, living more than 2*/i miles from the school In their at­
tendance area, will be provided with transportation. However, when space is available 
on the school bus, the students living nearest to the 2*/? mile walk limit will be given 
■ preterence lor that space.
Students of grades 9*12 inclusive, living more than 3 miles from the school in their at- 
, tendance area, will be provided with transportation. However, when space is available, 
. on the school bus, the students living nearest to the 3 mile walk limit will be given 
preference lor that space. -
The parents of an eligible student living in an isolated area and for whom schxl bus transportation cannot be provided, may 
apply for a transportation allowance.
Mileage distances are calculated by the most direct route on established roads or walk areas. The distance is computed 
from the home property access at the road to the entry at the school site,
School bus service is provided at Ihe discretion of the Board ol School Trustees. Eligibility lor bus transportation can be 
determined through your School Principal.
Every eltort has been made to establish the bus routes to serve the greatest number ol students who are entitled to school 
bus transportation in accordance with existing School Board Policy.
Note: On September 8,1981. schools will open at the above times, but it is expected that most schools will be dismissed in 
Ihe early allornoon,
II necessary, minor revisions might have lo be made to the above scheduling to compensate for possible overload factors on 
some routes.
Pupils are requested to board only their correct buses ana to be at Bus Stops live minuies before bus leaving time. All times 
given subiecl lo change, ^
For information regarding bus schedules, please contact the Transportation Department at 652-1151 (Local 242 or 244),
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
School Bus Schedulos 
Morning Trips
School Bus #1 - Mr. Dermott Dooro
Tranaportlng Studonta ios North Saanich School McTavIsh School
Sansbury School Parkland School















West Saanich Road & McTavIsh Road 7:30
2 West Saanich Road & Ardmore Drive
(S)
3 West Saanich Road & Bradley Dyne 
Road
4 West Saanich Road & Ardinoro Drive 
(N)
5 West Saanich Road & Mills Road
6 West Saanich Road & Munro Road
7 Union Day Reserve
8 West Saanich Road & Towner Park
Road
Wosi Sannicli Road & Downey Rond 
Wain Road & Word Saanich Road 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOl,
Lochside Drive & McTavIsh Road 
Loclisido Drivo & Amlly Drive 
Lochsido Drive & Cascade Avenue 
Lochsido Drive & Wakoman Road 
Lochsido Drive & Ml, Newton X Road 
Ml, Nowlon X Road & CenUal Saanich 
Road
Central Saanich Road S. Mt. St, Michael 
Central Saanicli Road A Amlly Drive 





















Schcol Bus #2 • Mr, Will Dormnn 
franaporma Studanta toi North Saanich School
Deep Covo School 
Parkland School




1 Laiidsotnl Road A Neptune Hoad
2 landsond Road & Dawson Way
3 Landaond Road & Pattilow Road
4 Landsend Road «, Cloako Hill Road
b Wo,SI Saanich Road 8. Tallow Road
6 DEEP COVE SCHOOL
7 Ar, NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL
8 McDonald Park Road & John Road 7:55
9 McDonald Park Road & Mills Road 7:57
10 Mills Road & Wilson Road 7:59
11 West Saanich Road & Mills Road 8:00
12 West Saanich Road & Munro Road 8:02
13 Union Bay Reserve 8:04
14 West Saanich Road & Towner Park
Road 8:05
15 West Saanich Road & Downey Road 8:07
16 ‘Ar. DEEP COVE SCHOOL 8:09
17 Panorama Leisure Centre 8:19
18 East Saanich Road & Graham Avenue 8:21
19 Canora Road & Rideau Avenue 8:23
20 Ar. PARKLAND SCHOOL 8:31





‘Transfer Point to Route #3 - (Parkland Students)
School Bus #3 - Mr. Dale Stephens 
Tranaportlng Students to; North Saanich School
Deep Cove School
Trip #1 Stop 
North Saanich
Parkland School
Departure Time A M.
Lv. Garage
1 East Saanich Road & Haldon Road
2 East Saanich Road & Leal Road
3 SANSBURY SCHOOL
4 Amity Drive & Aldous Terrace
5 Central Saanich Road & Mt. St. Michael
6 Mt. Newton X Road & Central Saanich 
Road
7 Lochside Drive & Mt. Newton X Road
8 Lochside Drive & Wakeman Road
9 Lochside Drive & Cascade Avenue
10 Lochside Drive & Amity Drive
11 Lochside Drive & McTavish Road

















13 Westport Marina 7:55
14 Landsend Road & Neptune Road 7:'58
15 Lansend Road & Dawson Way Road 8:00
16 Landsend Road & Pathlow Road 8:03
17 Landsend Road & Cloake Hill Road 8;04
18 West Saanich Road & Tatlow Road 8:06
19 *Ar. DEEP COVE SCHOOL 8:08
20 Ar. PARKLAND SCHOOL 8:13
2TAr. Garage , 8:30
‘Transfer Point from Route #2> (Parkland Students)
School Bus #4 - Mr. Eric Henry !













Panorama Leisure Centre 
McTAVISH SCHOOL ,
Graham Avenue & East Saanich Road 






6 West Saanich Road & Ardmore Drive 
(N)
7 ' West Saanich Road & Bradley Dyne
Road
8 West Saanich Road & Ardmore Drive 
(S)
9 McTavish Road & West Saanich Road
10 1425 McTavish Road
11 Ar. MCTAVISH SCHOOL
12 Ar, SANSBURYSCHOOL


















School Bus #5 • Mrs. Betty Goodlet 
Tranaportlng Students to:
Stellys School
























Prospoct Lako School 
Boavor Lake School
Stop# Doparture Time A, M.
Lv, Garage 7:14
1 Old East Road & Pat Bay Highway 7:24
2 Dooley Road & Lochside Drive 7:27
3 Martindalo Road & Welch Road 7:30
4 Martindaie Rond & Lochsido Drivo 7:31
5 Island View Road & McHugh Road ,7:43
6 Island View Road & Pucklo Road 7:44
7Ar. STELLYS SCHOOL 7 48
8 Ar, MT, NEWlON SCHOOL 7:54
9 At, KEATING SCHOOl 8:00
Wednesday, September 2,
12 8750 West Saanich Road 8:24
13 West Saanich Reserve 8:26
14 West Saanich Road & Mt. Newton X 
Road 8:29
15 Ar. SAANICHTON SCHOL 8:32
16 Ar. Garage 8:40
1 School Bus #7 - Mr. Barney Goodlet
1 Transporting Students to: Stellys School
Mt. Newton School
Claremont School
Trip #1 Stop # Departure Time A.M.
Stellys Lv. Garage 7:30
Mt. Newton 1 East Saanich Reserve 7:44
2 Mt. Newton X Road & Lochside Drive 7:46
3 Mt. Newion X Road & Central Saanich 
Road 7:48
4 East Saanich Road & Prosser Road 7:51
5 Ar. STELLYS SCHOOL 7:54
6 Ar. MT. NEWTON SCHOOL 8:00
1 Trip #2 7 ■ ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 8:12
1 Claremont 8Ar. CLAREMONT SCHOOL 8:23
9Ar. Garage 8:35
1 School Bus #8 - Mr. Wayne Wickett
1 Transporting Students to: Stellys School
Mt. Newton School
Claremont School1 Trip # Stop # Departure Time A.M.
1 Stellys Lv. Garage 7:23
1 Mt. Newton 1 West Saanich Reserve 7:36
2 8750 West Saanich Road 7:40
3 West Saanich Road & Salmon Road 7:41
4 West Saanich Road & Alec Road 7:44
5 West Saanich Road & Mt, Newton X
Road 7:46
GAr. STELLYS SCHOOL 7:53
7 West Saanich Road & Stellys X Road 7:56
8Ar. MT. NEWTON SCHOOL 8:00
Trip #2 9 LOCHSIDE SCHOOL 8:14
Claremont 10 Royal Oak Drive & Amblewood Road 8:1711 Royal Oak Drive & Royal Oak Avenue 8:18
12 Royal Oak Drive & Falaise Road 8:20
13 Ar. CLAREMONT SCHOOL 8:25














10 Brookliavon Road A OIdliold Road 8:05
11 Brookhaven Road & Old West Saanich :
Road . 8:06
12 Sparion Road & Oldliold Road 8:07
13 Ar, DURRANCE SCHOOL 8:12
14 : 5800 Wosi Saanich Ro.id , : B.lb
15 Wost Saanich Road & Wallace Orivo 8:16
16 Ar, PROSPECT LAKE SCHOOL , 8:18
.. 17 Observatory , 8:23
/' 18 : Old Wosi Saanich Road & Wost Saanicli'
Road 8:25
19 Ar, BEAVER LAKE SCHOOL 8:27
20 Ar, Garago 8:40
School Bus #6 - Miss Barbara Qlonii 
Tranaportlng Studanta tot Mt. Newton School
Stellys School 
Saanichton School
Stop # Doparture Timo
Lv, Garago
1 Tannnr Road ElaIno W,ay
2 Tannnr Road & Rodolph Road














5 Central Saanich Municipal Hall (4 
WallacflOr,
6 Ar. MT NFWTON SCHOOl
7 East Saanich Rosorvo
8 Mt, Newton X Road & l.ochsido Drivo
R Mr NnwInn.X Rmari 8. Central Raanirlt
Rond
10 Wost Saanich Rond fi. Alec Road








School Bus #9 - Mrs. Judy Unicume 






Stop# Departure Time A.M.
Lv. Garage 7:29
1 West Saanich Road & Keating X Road 7:31
2 West Saanich Road & Old West Saanich
Rd. (N) 7:33
3 ‘ DURRANCE SCHOOL 7:34
4‘ 5800 West Saanich Road 7:36
5 West Saanich Road & Wallace Drive 7:38
6 Prospect Lake Store 7:42
7 Observatory 7:46
8Ar. ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 7:52
9 Ar. CLAREMONT SCHOOL 8:00
10 Lv. CLAREMONT SCHOOL 8:04
11 Santa Clara Road & Claremont Road 8:05
12 Santa Clara Road & Piedmont Road 8:06
13 Cordova Bay Road & Santa Clara Road, 8:07
14 Brookleigh Road & Hamsterly Road 8:10
15 Sayward Road& Alderley Road 8:12
16 ■ Sayward Road & Fowler Road • 8:13
17 Ar. CORDOVA BAY SCHOOL : - 8:17
IIS Ar. Garage ■ 8:30
- Pick up for special class students for Royal Oak and Cordova Bay Schools.
School Bus #10 - Mr. Jack Clark 











1 Oldfield Road & Bear Hill Road
2 , Oldfield Road & Brookleigh'Road,
3 Brookhaven Road & Old West Saanich 
Road
4 Oldfield Road & Sparton Road,
5 Old West Saanich Road & Starling Lane
















8 Ar. CLAREMONT SCHOOL 8:01
9 Lv, CLAREMONT SCHOOL 8:05
10 Ar. ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 8:13
11 Ar. Garage 8:28
, Linda Clark
nta to; Royal Oak School Beaver Lake School
#
Claremont School Prospoct Lako School
Departure Time A,M,
Lv, Garage 7:15
1 Cordova Bay Road & Maxine Drive 7:30
2 Cordova Bay Road & Royal Oak Drive 7:,32
3 Amblewood Road & Royal Oak Drive 7:34
4 Ar. ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 7:40
5 Hamsterly Road & Brookleigh Road 7:48
6 Sayward Road & Alderloy Road 7:51
7 CORDOVA BAY SCHOOl 7:54
8 Santa Clara Road & Cordova Bay Road 7.57
9 Santa Clara Road & Piedmont Drive 7:58
10 Santa Clara Road A Claromoni Avenue 7:59
11 Ar. CLAREMONT 5CH00L 8:00
12 Ar, ROYAl. OAK SCHOOL a. 08
13 ROYAL OAK SCHOOL B'10
14 Ar. HEAVER LAKE SCHOOl. 8-15
15 Boavor Lako Road A Ouaylo Road B:!7
,16 IntoriirDan Road A Quaylo Road B.19
17 Gowairi Road & Inleruihan Road 8:21
18 Obsorvaiory 8:23
19 Ar, PROSPECT LAKE SCHOOL 8:27
,20 Ar, (.iaiage a',50
School Bus #12 • Mr, Joan Hioraa
Tranaportlng Studonta tot Siflilys School 














# Dopartiiro Timo A,M.
Lv, Garago 8 411
1 DEEP COVE SCHOOl. 7:00
'2 Landsend Road fi Nnptiine Rond 7:06
3 NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 7 11
4 GREENGLADE SCHOOl / K)
5 SANSBURY SCHOOL ? 20
6 lochsido Road A Ml. Nowlon X Road 7:25
7 At, STELLYS .SCHOOL 7:30
8 Siolys X Road A Vnyanens Road 7 :i,T
9 KEATING SCHOOL 7 3ti
10 Old Wosi Road (S) A Wosi S.ianli’h
Road 7:45
11 Ar. ROYAl, OAK 6(:;H(,)0L. 7:53
12 Cordova Bay Road A Maxine no,id fl no
13 Ar, CORDOVA BAY SCHOOl IT 04
14 KEATING SCHOOl, 8:10
15 Slfillys X Road A Voyanoss Road 0:12
16 Ar, BRENTWOOD SCHOOl, !V1i.
17 Ar, DURRANCE SCHOOL B'2l)
18 Af, SANSBURY SCHOOL 8:40
19 Af, Garage fi'S':,
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VICTORIA AIRPORT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
In The Bear’s Den 656-1176
Beau's first year 
in the big time
Saying it with balloons, Trudy Alexander has started new business at her Bren­
twood Bay home. Instead of sending flowers for special occasions people can 
have bouquet of helium-filled balloons, with appropriate message delivered by 
Trudy, and sometimes three-year-old Sara as well, in clown outfits. The lady to 
whom these balloons were sent had just had wires removed that were holding her 
jawshut. .
By CRANIA LITWIN 
“Why does my baby cry all the time?”
“Is a nursing mother too tied-down to 
have any social life?”
, “My baby is premature and he was fed by 
tubes in the hospital. . . how do I feed him
myself now that we are home?”
These are just a sample of the many kinds 
of questions answered by volunteer members 
of the local La Lechc League, an 
organization of mothers who devote many 
hours a week to helping new, and expectant 
mothers, overcome any difficulties relating 
to breastfeeding.
Nursing a baby is the most natural and 
delightful of experiences, says Saanich 
Peninsula La Leche League leader Coleen 
Houston,
The mother of two attractive children and
wife of Dr. James Houston, M.D., Coleen 
took the position of local group leader only a 
few months ago but has all the experience 
necessary to bring good advice and practical 
help to any mother encountering difficulties 
in nursing a baby.
“Our purpose is to promote good 
mothering,” said Coleen in a recent in­
terview, adding that through breastfeeding a 
mother builds a secure and loving 
relationship with her baby while al the same 
time providing a number of more tangible 
advantages.
Breastfed babies are less likely to develop 
allergies, .serious digestive upsets and diaper 
rash, according to the leader.
And since breast milk is raw and fresh it is 
rapidly and easily digested while at the same
Continued on Pagel4
By JOHN GREEN
There are three Canadians who are 
making their mark just now on the U.S. 
professional golf tour — al least in the eyes 
of Canadian sports writers. The names of 
Dan Halldorson from Shilo, Manitoba, 
Dave Barr from Kelowna, and Jim Nelford 
from Burnaby pop up on the sports pages 
fairly regularly.
There is one other Canadian who is 
playing the U.S. tour this year, Bob 
Beauchemin from Saanichton.
It’s his first year in the big time, and in 
spite of five years as a successful touring pro 
in Canada, Australia and Asia, he isn’t 
finding it easy. His sights have to be set more 
on “making the cut” into the final two 
rounds of each tournament, than on 
finishing first.
Over the season his goal is to “keep his 
card” by finishing among the top 160 money 
winners among some 240 on the tour. 
So far he isn’t playing at that level, but a 
good finish in one of the four U.S. tour­
naments still before him would do the trick.
At present he is playing in the Victoria 
Open at Glen Meadows, his home course, 
and next week he’ll be at the B.C. Open at 
Chilliwack. They have substantial purses, 
and if someone wins both they will gel a 
$25,000 bonus, but the money doesn’t count, 
towards keeping that U.S. tour card.
“Beau”, as they call him at Glen 
Meadows, started playing golf at Gorge Vale 
in Victoria 15 years ago, but didn’t do 
anything special until his late teens, when he 
competed with some success in national 
junior and amateur championships.
A year on a golf scholarship at the 
University of Oregon convinced him that 
college wasn’t for him, and he worked for a 
couple of years before deciding to turn 
professional in the fall of 1975.
His first year on the Canadian tour was 
“rough”, but things have gone well since. 
He topped the field at the Cancer Society 
Tournament at Windsor, Ontario, this year, 
winning by one stroke at seven under par.
Qualifying for the U.S. tour involved 
playing in first a regional and then a national 
tournament, with about 650 competitors in 
all. Only the top 25 make the grade, and 
Beau was about 20th.
He has found the competition a lot siiffer 
than what he has been u.sed to and the ex-, 
penses much higher — a particular problem 
because unlike most of the players he hasn’t 
got a sponsor. Courses are a bit tougher, and 
are in better condition.
The margin between success and failure is 
small. Five shots out of about 280 can make 
a difference of $30,000 or more in prize 
money, and most of the field will be within 
10 shots of the winner.
He estimates that someone who shoots 
even par in the Victoria Open should finish 
in the lop 10, but on the U.S. tour that
S V
Bob Beauchemin practices his iron shots at Glen Meadows 
before Victoria open.
would be good for only 50th or 60th. That 
adds a lot to the pressure.
Physical skill isn’t important in golf, he 
says, anyone with average co-ordination 
could make it to the top. It’s the mental 
makeup that counts. Up to now he hasn’t 
been able to perform on the U.S. circuit with 
the consistency that he is used to'.
He has also found less camaradarie on the 
U.S. tour. The top players tend to form a 
group and there are a lot of cliques. Dan 
Halldorson and Dave Barr, with whom he 
played on the Canadian tour, are still his 
only close friends.
But whatever the disadvantages, the U.S. 
circuit is the measure of success for a golfer. 
At 27, Beau is just getting into what should 
be his best years, and he’s aiming for the top 





Win or lo.se he’ll play on the Australian 
lour again this winter, and if he hasn’t 
earned renewal of liis U.S. card he’ll have a 
big year of experience behind him when he 
tackles the qualifying tournaments again.
Teoch hint gentle • • • If yen can
DAN VALENTINE
My young son starts to school 
tomorrow. , .it’s all going to be strange and 
new to liim for a while, and I wish you would 
son of treat him gentle. . .
You see, up to now, he’s been our little 
boy.', . .
He’s been boss of the backyard, . ,His 
mother has always been around to repair his 
wounds, and I’ve always been handy to 
soothe his feelings,
But now, things arc going to be dif­
ferent. . .
This morning he's going to walk down 
the front steps, wave his hand, and start out 
on the great adventure. . . It's an adventure 
that will probably include wars and tragedy 
and sorrow.
To live Ills life in Ihe world he will live in 
requires faith and love and courage.
So, world, I wish you would sort of take 
liirn by his young hand and teach him the 
things he wiU havc lu know.
Teach him, but gentle, . . if you can.
He will have lo learn, I know, that all men 
are not just, that all num are not truo,
But teach him also that for every
Wliilc Stinnich school 
bourd (riistec RiibyitKiy
Piirrolt wiis attending the 
recent anniinl meeting of the
Canadian School Trustees 
As.sociation in Calgai'y .she 
had the ‘'good fortune*’ to
obtain a copy of Teach Him 
Gentle. . , If You Can by 
Dun Valentine. “With the 
opening of school this week 
and with so many youngsters 
attending for the first time, I 
felt it was a message to be 
shared,” Parrot says.
I’ry to give my son the strength not to 
follow the crowd when everyone else i.s 
getting on the band wagon, . .Teach him to 
listen to all men. . .but teach him also to 
filler all he hears on a .screen of truth and
, Teach him, if you can, how to laugh when 
he is sad.., . Teach him there is no shame in 
tears. . .Teach him there can be glory in 
failure and despair in success.
scoundrel there is a hero. . .that for every 
selfish politician, there is a dedicated 
leader. . , Teach him that for every enemy, 
there is a friend,,
It will lake lime, world, I know, Iml leach 
him, if you can, that a nickel earned is of far 
more value than a dollar found. . .Teach 
him that for every enemy, tliere is a friend.
It veil! take time, world, 1 know, but teach 
him, if you can, that a nickel earned is of far 
more value than a dollar found, . .Tcaclf 
him to It'nrn to hv'f’, . and to enjoy winning.
Steer him away from envy, if you can, and
leach him the secret of quiet laughter.
Let him learn early that the bullies arc the 
easiest people to lick. . .Teach him if you 
can, the wonder of books, , .But also give 
him quiet lime to ponder the eternal mystery 
of birds in the sky, bees in the sun, and 
llowcrs oh a green hillside.
In school, world, teach him it is far more 
hoiioiublc to tail than to cheat. , .Icuchhim 
lo have faith in his own ideas, even if 
everyone tells him they arc wrong. , .Teach 
him to be gentle with gentle people arid 
tough wiiliiougli people,
of loo much sweetness, . .Teach him lo .sell 
his bniwn and brains to the highest bidders 
but never to put a price lug on his heart and 
soul.
Teach him gentle, world, but don't coddle 
jiim, bectiusc only tlic test of fire makes fine 
steel.
Let him Itavc tlic courage to be im­
patient. . .let him have the patience to be 
brave.
l each him always to have sublime faith in 
iiimselt. Because ilien he will alway.s have 
sublime faith in mankind.
This is a big order, world, but sec what 
>uu t.m Uu. . .He’s such a line little fellow, 
my son I
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Provision of a safe footpath along Birch 
Road from West Saanich Road to Wain 
Park was discussed at length Aug. 24 North 
Saanich public works committee.
The 40-foot road has been widened to 53 
feet through acquisitions of property from 
subdivided land on the north side. All 
committee members agreed on the need for 
the footpath — a mother and child were 
killed while walking on the road two years 
ago — but there was no agreement as to 
where to put it.
Complicating factor was a hawthorn 
hedge at the old property line which the 
aldermen didn’t realty want to remove, 
although they were told there wasn’t room
for equipment to work behind it. There is 
also a ditch to be moved.
It was decided to consider the matter after 
, on-site inspection on the weekend.
Chairman Jay Rangel said the footpath 
would complete the solution of Deep Cove 
pedestrian problems. Steps already taken 
were completion of Wain Road to take 
traffic off Birch and blacktopping of a 
footpath on West Saanich Road for children 
walking to Deep Cove school.
The committee was not sure what to make 
of a suggestion from the advisory planning 
commission that Derrick Road not be ex­
tended south of Wain Road as is called for in 
the community plan, but that Kalitan be
Improving the image of Durrance school is 
high on Saanich school board’s agenda, but 
Mrs. Marilyn Loveless, 5825 West Saanich 
Road, is getting in there first.
A decliding enrolment has been blamed on 
a poor teaching reputation — a fact that is 
out of date and inaccurate.
“It simply isn’t true anymore,’’ Loveless 
says. “We’ve got marvellous teachers.’’
Another factor in the school’s low 
enrolment — it has 61 students — is that 
principals in neighboring districts have been 
apparently turning a blind eye to youngsters 
attending schools outside their boundaries.
And it doesn’t help the school’s image 
when The Review heads last week’s story on
its plight “Durrance school no jewell,’’ 
Loveless points out.
Loveless says Durrance needs some good 
publicity. It’s a fine school now — her two 
small boys attend, next year she’ll have her 
three children at the school — with a sup­
portive community and many parents 
volunteering their services to the school.
Youngsters are active in sport and other 
activities — there’s lots of participation, she 
says.
Most of all, it’s the sort of school where 
“all students feel important,” she adds.
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1627 FORT STREET v
The Sidney and North Saanich Garden 
,Club held its second annual summer flower 
show in Sanscha Hall Saturday and Sunday 
with Mrs. Henry Bell-Irving presiding at the 
opening ceremony. ^
The shp>y was a resounding suc^’ess with a 
total of 733 paid entries compared to 374 in 
'J980.,' , \
The display of flowers was breathtaking, 
with the largest increases in the dahlias, 
mums and vegetable sections, with exhibits 
from such places as Sooke, Victoria and Salt 
Spring Island.
Winners: Les Moore won the grand 
aggregate for the 1981 spring and summer 
shows (total points) and received $25 from 
the club. Grand aggregate summer show, $10 
from Mrs. Marie Wissenden, won by E.F. 
Youngs.
High aggregate 16 years and under, $5 
donated by Mrs. Connie Hicks, won by 
Stephany Delacretaz Best junior 
arrangement, $5 donated by Dr. Jean Izatt, 
won by Ron BrandricL Best novice 
arrangement, $5 donated by W.J. Boyd,
won by E.F. Youngs. Best gladiolus, $5
■
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This card gives you 
Iho power to make (inancial 
trarisaclions 2‘1 hours a day, every day including 
holidays, and you don't have to wait in line. You can do 
your money transactions day oi tvight. , . whenever it's 
epnvettient ior yuu!
• withdraw cash * make loan payments
• make deposits • make account balance
• transfer between inquiries
accounts
Come in today and get your 'JA Hour Teller Power carrl
smnicli peninscilcB 
savings credit cinlon
Automated Tellers are now lucated at our Sidney 
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made a major road instead. Rangel said he 
would attend the next planning commission 
meeting to discuss the matter.
Members of the committee were also 
concerned about bus service for the Deep 
Cove area, where most of the people live on 
narrow, winding roads not suitable for the 
big Urban Transit Authority buses.
Aid. Jim Gumming is preparing a report 
on a five-year planning paper concerning 
transit that has been issued by the Capital 
Regional District. He told the committee 
there were some frightening figures in the 
projection, such as a 50 per cent population 
increase in North Saanich and a 100 percent 
increase in bus costs.
donated by Dr. Jean Izatt, won by Les 
Moore.
Best miniature gladiolus, $5. donated by 
Mrs. Joan Brackenridge, won by E.F. 
Youngs. Best novice gladiolus, $5 donated 
by Les moore, won by Ken Lee. '
Best chrysanthemum, $5 donated by the 
club, won by Alan Hall. Best rose, $5 
donated by Dr. Jean Izatt, won by Dorothy 
Watney. Best novice rose, $5 donated by 
W.J. Boyd, won by Bill Hill. Best novice 
dahlia, $5 donated by the club, won by Ken 
Lee. Best entry of miscellaneous flowers, $5 
donated by the club, won by Les Moore. 
Best potted plant, $5 donated by the club, 
won by E.F. Youngs.
Best vegetable, $5 donated by the club, 
won by Barbara Beggs with an entry of green 
peppers. Best entry of fruit, $5 donated by 
the club, won by Lcn Mulholland with an 
entry of peaches.
This show was the biggest and best ever 
staged in Sidney, the high quality of the 
entries in all sections should inspire those 
who saw them to do better gardening, says 
Les Moore. Merchants were praised for their 




The Women’s and 
Men’s Canadian 
Clubs of Victoria 
invites the public to a 
noon luncheon Sept. 
14 in Ihe Empress 
ballroom. Guest 




luncheon ticket s 
available at Standard 
Furniture store Sept. 
10. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Membership $ 10; 
luncheon $8.
Continued from Page 13 
time it is very convenient since there is 
nothing to sterilize as in the case of bottle 
feedings.
The name La Leche is derived from the 
Spanish and means, literally, “the milk” but 
to hundreds of local mothers the name also 
means an organization of volunteers ready 
and able to help when needed.
Advice is not limited to new mothers. 
Many of the regular monthly meetings are 
attended by adoptive parents and grand- 
mothers-to-be as well as doctors and nurses.
Meetings are always held at a mother’s 
home and are in the form of discussion and 
not a lecture. Mothers bring babies and chat 
about their problems.
“Some women find learning to nurse a 
baby a very difficult time,” explained the 
doctor’s wife who was quick to add that 
many mothers supplement their babies 
feeding with formula but that league 
mothers “are there to show an ideal to strive 
for.”
It is up to people to contact us. . . we are 
here if they need us.”
And evidently they do.
• Counseling takes place in the home or by 
telephone and mothers in distress are urged 
to call at any time of the day or night.
And during the eight years the League has' 
been operating locally several thbusandr 
mothers have sought and received help.
Local hospitals and doctors are supportive 
of the. La Leche League, phone numbers of 
people to contact are available almost 
anywhere where there are medical services.
Part of the reason why the local member' 
volunteers are so well thought of is that their 
profe.ssional advisory board is mad6 up of 
top experts in the field including doctors, 
psychologists and pediatricians who provide 
up-to-the-minute information on everything 
relating to nursing.
Information includes everything from 
baby-food cook books to leaHets on nursing, 
problems ranging from babies with anemia 
or cleft palates to premature twins.
Medical reports are freely available on 
infant maladies, diabetes, prevention of 
dental cavities and more.
The local league nu': r.J cr , cveiV make their 
own brand of baby-can.j > ,.Love-a- 
baby. Made of light ccirduioy. ! s ..dcloth or 
quilled material the carrier is aiiaptable for 
wearing on back or front and .icils fui $12.




A petition for 
extension of the water 
service to Norris Road 
was considered 
Wednesday by the 
utilities committee of 
N 0 r t h S a a n i c h 
council. The request 
came from resitlenls 
who.se wells are going 
dry.
The committee
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SHARPENING, CHAIN, BARS 
NEW & USED SAWS
i n s t r Ll c t e d i h c 
engineer lo prepiire a 
cost estimate and 
iidvise those involved 
of tlic conditions and 
annual cust.s for the 
extension. Further 
action will await 
approval of the 
majority of the 
residents involved,
'^esto Logs^
Pleasant • Efficient 
Delivered
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Players tackle Charley's Aunt
Heartened by an increased interest 
reflected by a larger than ever membership 
Peninsula Players will launch an ambitious 
new season with the favorite old chestnut, 
Charley’s Aunt, when auditions are held 
Sept. 8 and 13 at the Lions Hall in 
Saanichton.
Charley’s Aunt by Brandon Thomas has 
proved to be a perennial favorite since first 
produced in London almost 90 years ago. 
This famous farce has been produced on 
Broadway as a miusical Where’s Charley with 
Ray Bolger, and prior to that starred Jack 
Benny in a movie adaptation.
To direct this production. Peninsula 
Players has acquired the services of local 
artist, John Climer, who has had a wealth of 
experience with amateur and professional 
theatre in various parts of Canada.
A member of the Ottawa Little Theatre, 
The Saturday Players, and Gateway Theatre 
in Saskatoon, Climer has enjoyed a long 
interest in theatre as a designer, player, 
director and writer.
As director of cultural programmes for the 
department of recreation and parks in 
Ottawa. Climer was instrumental in that 
city’s interest and support of Theatre for 
Children; he also produced Ottawa’s 
Lakeside Festival of the Arts — an annual 
eight-week long showcase of community 
talent.
As director of the Mendel Art Gallery in 
Saskatoon he encouraged resident theatre 
programmes. His interest in art and theatre 
resulted in his organizing the Canadian 
touring exhibition Eighteenth Century Stage 
- Britain.
Two years ago Climer elected early 
retirement in order to devote himself to 
painting. He now resides in Brentwood Bay.
By accepting the invitation to direct 
Charley’s Aunt John Climer looks forward 
to creating a new kind of theatrical ex­
perience for the Peninsula Players and 
audiences. The play will be produced in 
Central Saanich Lions Hall for two
weekends in November, transforming that 
historic community hall into an intimate 
theatre-in-the round.
Limited seating will place each member of 
the audience within inches of the action of 
the play — a chance to enter into the antics 
of the largely young cast when Charles 
Wykeham once again introduces to Amy 
Spettigue and residents of the Peninsula, 
Lord Fancourt Babberely as Charley’s 
“Aunt” Donna Lucia D’Alvadorez from 
Brazil, “where the nuts come from”.
Auditions are scheduled for Sept. 8, 7-9 
p.m. and Sept. 13, 2-4 p.m. at the Lions 
Hall, 6994 East Saanich Road. Six actors 
(three young and three past mid-age) and 
four actresses (three young, one older) are 
required; and staff for lighting, set, 
managing, props, costumes and programs 
are very welcome, too.
Anyone interested may audition on the 
above dates. For further information call 
producer, Penelope Bornhold 652-5680.
WANTEB
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FARE WARS!
Couple celebrates 60 years
By BEA BOND
Edgar and Lydia Wood celebrated 60 
wonderful years of marriage at a family 
reunion and gathering of friends at the 
Waddling Dog on Aug. 24. Reverend R. 
Hori Pratt gave a prayer for the couple’s 
continued health and happiness and Alan 
Westgate (a former Westlock, Alta, neigh­
bour) proposed the toast to Edgar and 
Lydia, to which the 90-year old groom of'60 
years replied with some humorous anec­
dotes.
A beautifully decorated wedding cake was 
cut by Edgar and Lydia and distributed to 
the many guests present.
Married in Huntingdon, Quebec, on 
August 24, 1921, although they were born
within a short distance of each other 
(Lachute and Rockburn, P.Q.). the couple 
did not meet until they attended MacDonald 
College. Lydia enrolled in the school for 
teachers and Edgar was already studying 
toward his B.Sc. in agriculture, a faculty 
affiliated with McGill, but on the Mac­
donald campus.
Following graduation in 1917, Edgar went 
to England with the 3rd Canadian Heavy 
Artillery. Lydia began her teaching career 
and like all the girls from college, wrote to 
the boys overseas as part of her war effort. 
She was surprised one day to receive a letter 
from Edgar Wood whom she remembered 
vaguely as being a very serious student.
On return from overseas, Edgar located in
Hamiota as district agriculturist and, in the 
meantime, Lydia had ventured out and 
became the ‘new teacher” in a little country 
schoolhouse in the prairie town of Zelma, 
Saskatchewan. After a year and a half, they 
were married and bought a house in 
Hamiota.
Edgar and Lydia have one daughter, 
Lorna, who is married and living in Van­
couver. There are two granddaughters and 
two grandsons and a new little great- 
granddaughter to brighten their lives.
A congratulatory cablegram was received 
from Her Majesty the Queen, as well as 
telegrams and messages from federal, 
provincial and municipal dignitaries.
mNY TRAVEL DEALS ARE COMING UP - 
HOTELS ARE “HOLDING THE LINE” IN MANY PLACES 
Our $ is UP in relation to most European currencies. 
- CHECK IT OUT WITH US! -
%
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
STORE HOURSS 
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
\ Moma off SUPER afflvirtaa!
Prices Effective: In Downtown Sidney







GRADE‘A’. 6-9 lb.......... . ................ lb.
FULLY COOKED
JAi
Shank Portion I Butt End
BLADE ^
CHUCK STEAKS
BONELESS.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .....lb.
$125 $135
lb. E& . lib. A
Ham Steak
$179
mAPLE LEAF BRAND 
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SLICED, CRUSHED OR TIDBITS 





12 01.,,.. . . . . . . . . .
24 01........ . . .
Powdered Milk ikgboi..... 3 Prune Nectar
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Cinnamon J*! Cheese »o,
PAMPERS ^
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^1®® Corned Beef Loaf 
Toothpaste™.,
Uldl SUNLIGHT COMPLEXION
700*. . . . ll Ber Seep 3'i. . . . . . . . . . .
DUNCAN HINES All VArlatiot
.01 Cookie Mix .
ill fl / '
11170 OFF Cornflakes D7S,
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Due to Popular Demand 
the Latch is open 
for Luncheons again '
Tuesday to Friday 
12 - 2:30 p.m.
RACKS
$p8
Weight toss due to cutting a boning will increase the price per pound.
MonAhurs. 8-5 p.m. Fri. 8-6 p.m.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 East Saanich Rd.
For reservations: 
656-6622






Required by B.C. Hydro to act as site representatives on assigned construction 
projects. Experience in field inspection of civil construction work and surveying 
is essential.
Responsibilities include:
— administering civil work contracts on electrical station installations, 
commercial or industrial buildings and underground electrical transmissions
— coordinating contractors and Hydro departments
— conducting and evaluating concrete and soils tests
— ensuring contracts adhere to Hydro specifications and drawings
The successful candidates will have training ijt civil/structrual engineering 
and four years experience in industrial building construction.
Starting salary - $2286 per month.
Period of employment - up to one year.
Interested applicants should submit a resume quoting 




555 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4T6
CHARGFA
VISA 852-9141
CORNER OF KEATING X RD. & KIRKPATRICK CRES.
IIBTROOUGES SIX
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Six stairway Systems that add elegance and quality to the fine 
features of your home. Systems that give the warmth of natural 
hemlock, systems completely of solid oak, and an exclusive 
system that has the same charm, look and function of handrails 
and balusters of homes of the last century.
Bring In your plans and measurements for 
a no-cost, no-obligation estimate ol any or 
all six stairway systems displayed in the 
showroom ot Jubilee Building Supplies
? ■■ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? V ■■ •' ? ?
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Peninsula People Reservoir
Mr. and Mrs. Don Joinson, Galbraith 
Crescent, have Don’s brother and sister-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. Dennnis Joinson and 
family from Winnipeg, visiting with them. 
While here they will be attending the wed­
ding of Don and Dennis’ brother, Dwight 
Joinson, and Miss Helen Mcllwraith, 
Victoria.
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Case and family left 
for their home in Chatham, Ontario, after 
an enjoyable two weeks spent with Brian’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Case, Rye Road. 
While here they also spent a short holiday 
sightseeing on the island.
Mrs. Molly Essery, Butler Road, member 
of the South Saanich Women’s Institute, and 
Mrs. Hazel Woodward, Grilse Lane, 
member of the Royal Oak W.I. flew to 
Dawson Creek, B.C. last week where they 
were exchange guests of the Peace River 
District W.I. They enjoyed four days in the 
area, one of the highlights being a trip to the 
Bennett Dam and Williston Lake.
Following a two-week camping holiday at 
Pioneer Pacific Camp Thetis Island, and a 
few days with friends Mr. and Mrs. D. 
Tupman and family, Vancouver, Miss 
Jennifer Champion is back with her parents 
on Larkvale Drive and looking forward to 
returning to school.
Mr. and Mrs. L.L. [Dune] Hooper, 
McTavish Road, enjoyed a visit recently 
from their son and daughter-in-law Mr. and 
Mrs. Ron Hooper, Houston, B.C.
Mrs. Ralph Michell, Pat Bay Highway, is 
a patient in the Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
where she is recuperating, following surgery 
for a broken hip.
Mrs. Carole Rowe returned to her home at 
Williams Lake where she is on the teaching 
staff, after spending a good portion of the 
summer attending classes at the University of 
Victoria. While here she was a guest of her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wilson, Lark- 
vale Drive, and also visited with her brother- 
in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Tony 
Underwood and family. Central Saanich 
Road.
Recent tourists who have been visiting 
Victoria and area and spent some time with 
Mr. and Mrs. F.H. Atkin, Bruce Gordon 
Place, were Mr. W. Morrison, Peter­
borough, Ontario, Mr. and Mrs. E. Ness and 
family of Calgary, and Mr. and Mrs. R. 
McLeod and family, Calgary.
Mrs. W.T. Burrows, 1415 McTavish 
Road, enjoyed a three-week visit with her 
farnily in London, Ontario.
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Patterson have 
returned to their home at 1439 Stelly’s Cross 
Road after spending a holiday with their 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Bill 
Allison, and their son Ted, in Port Alberni.
Guests of Kathleen and Leslie Lane, 1022 
Sluggett Road, for two weeks were Leslie’s 
father, Carl Lane, and his uncle and aunt, 




An increase from a 
half million to one 
million gallons in 
capacity for the 
reservoir to be built 
on Cloake hill in 
North Saanich was 
approved by the 
Peninsula Water 
Commission at a 
meeting Thursday 
morning.
The reservoir will 
be supplied by a 
pumping station just 
below the intersection 
of Wain Road and 
West Saanich Road, 
with water being 
drawn from the new 
16-inch gravity supply 
line and pumped up 
the hill to a 400-foot 




distribute the physical 
assets taken over from 
the former water 
■districts to the 
municipalities within 
which the districts 
were located. This 
means that con­
siderable land in 
North Saanich where 
the Sidney water had 
its wells become the 
property of the town 
of Sidney. It will be 
rezoned to local 
standards and 
disposed of.
A request from the 
Capital Regional 
District chief engineer 
that the I'/z-acre 
parcel near the peak 
of Cloake Hill be re­
zoned “civic in­






Jack Woods, director of the Saanichton 
Experimental Station from 1941 to 1960 and 
a resident of North Saanich since his 
retirement, died June 27 at the age of 85.
He is survived by his wife, Mary, at their 
home on Ardmore Drive; a son, John Jex 
Woods Jr., in Vancouver; three daughters, 
Mrs. G. (Louise) Webster and Mrs. R.N. 
(Peggy) McGregor, both of Edmonton, and 
Mrs. J.A. (Nanetta) Earl of Nanaimo, and 
seven grandchildren.
Under Jack Woods’ leadership the 
Saanichton Experimental Farm, 
Experimental Station or Research Station, as 
it has been variously known, became the 
Canada Department of Agriculture centre 
for research in ornamental horticulture.
As well, active research programs were 
• carried out with many phases of small fruit 
and tree fruit production, vegetable and 
vegetable seed production problems, and 
turfgrass.
With lively imagination and enthusiasm 
Woods encouraged his research staff to 
investigate new and challenging concepts 
that might lead to development of better 
production methods.
Among the diverse studies he promoted 
were the use of growth-promoting chemicals 
in stimulating root production in various 
horticultural crops, the development of a 
machine to facilitate packaging of cut holly, 
and the pretreatment of bulbs to promote 
' high quality when forced for early flowering 
in greenhouses.
The research program also included 
studies to determine the nutrient 
requirements for most of the horticultural 
crops of importance on the Saanich 
Peninsula.
As well as being a scientist and a manager 
of research. Jack Woods worked tirelessly 
towards the formation of a professional 
association for those trained in the science of 
agriculture, and became one of the founding 
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of Sidney is keeper of 
the trophy for the top 
female swimmer at 
Vernon’s Army ^adet 
Camp, where for 
more than six weeks 
some 1,100 army, sea 










The cadets have 
completed training in 
mountaineering, 
white water canoeing, 
map and compass 
work and a variety of 
other military and 
outdoor skills and 
were reviewed by Rear 
Admiral William A 
Hughes, CD, 
Commander Pacific 






Ymr Canadian Hardware Store and More
CONIIViENCINC SERT. 13, 1081 
FROM 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
2488 BEACOH AVE., SIDNEY
Somebody
Cares!
Cates il you ate new in town 
anti (eel kind ol lost; II you've 
lust added a new son or 
daughter lo your lamily; II 
HC has linally asked you lo 
hocome his wile; II you or 
someone in your lamily is 
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By Helen Lang
Because I’m sure you think my first love is 
the vegetable garden to-day, to be fair, we 
will start with flowers and houseplants.
If you have your houseplants outside 
getting the benefit of a summer outdoors, 
now is the time to bring them back inside. 
The nights are getting too cold for comfort. 
If you leave your plants outside too long they 
have a nasty habit of shedding most of their 
leaves when they experience the inevitable 
change in temperature.
If you have a place where they will get 
some half-decent light inside, away from any 
plants you may have left in the house, then it 
is a good idea to leave them in this 
“purgatory” for about 10 days. During this 
time you should keep your eyes peeled for
any pests that may have taken this op­
portunity to join you and your family in a 
nice warm house for the v/inter.
Watch for things like “white-flies” (which 
look like animated specks of dandruff, and 
waft out from under the leaves whenever you 
move the plant). Other hitch-hikers may be 
aphids. These look like tiny green, brown, 
black or w'hite bugs, some of which may even 
have wings.
They will generally be found amongst the 
topmost leaves, since they feed on the 
tenderest bits they can find. The next 
minute monster is the spidermite, which is 
almost invisible. Use a magnifying glass.
If you don’t have a magnifier, watch for 
fine webs between the leaves (again near the 
top of the plant, or at the ends of branches).
If you have brought some or any of these 
beasts into the house, use a soap spray, such 
as “Safer’s soap” to get rid of them. Still 
separate the plants though, for the 10 days, 
in case some eggs may have been missed, 
and, hatching later, cause you no end of 
trouble.
This is an excellent time to re-pot any 
plants that have made a lot of growth over 
the summer. Most will require a pot no more 
than one inch wider in diameter than their 
present container. Do check your garden 
book for information according to variety, 
because some plants prefer to be “pot 
bound”, and there is enough to do in a 
garden without doing anything unnecessary.
If we should get some heavy rain, it is 
advisable to half uproot your tomato plants, 
and your cabbages, if they are full grown.
Just give them a jerk that pulls about half the 
roots, leaving the other half to provide 
nourishment. This prevents splitting.
Talking about rain. We had our first rain 
in a long time, early the other morning. 1 
wakened with a start, jumped out of bed, 
pulled on my pants, tucked my nightie in the 
pants, grabbed a jacket, and came hustling 
out to the kitchen.
My spouse was sitting at the table nursing 
his first cup of tea. He gave me a somew'hat 
startled look, and said, rather coolly, (liking 
his first cup all to himself), “What ever 
brings you out, at this hour?” He kindly 
didn’t mention my state of undress.
I gasped, “It’s raining!” He said, 
“So. . .?” I bleated, “The onions!” He sort 
of shrugged, and said mildly, “Well, its been 
raining for several hours.”
Months of effort have gone into that 
onion bed so, ignoring him, I dashed out to 
the garage, cursing myself for not being 
tidier, and had a mad search for my plastic 
garden cloche. I covered the “pulled” and 
drying onions, said a small prayer, came 
back in (ignored “Himself”) yanked my 
nightie out of my pants, threw my jacket on 
the floor, crawled back into bed, pulled the 
blankets over my head, and cried!
If they get “neck-rot” again this year, 1 
shall just quit growing onions, and devote 
myself to growing begonias, which are 
beautiful (but don’t do much for stews!) 
“August 20: Dug two potatoes, one weighing 
a full 2 lbs. Was going to enter it in the fair, 






Sidney, is open 9 a.m.
- 4 p.m. weekdays, 7 - 
9 p.m. evenings, and 1
- 4 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. Lunches, 
teas, coffees, cards, 
library, billiards, wide 
variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, 
languages, trips.
If you are 60 or 
better Silver Threads 
would like to hear 
from you, call 656- 
5537. Coming events: 
Sept. 11: 10th an­
niversary dinner; 











YOU ARE PROBABLY 






- PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS —
©75© - 3rd ST.





WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
HALLII0 AUTO SUPPLY
(previously McCandlish Auto Supply (1979) Ltd.
HAS SI^OVED FRORfI 21408 to 2140C 













652-3251 2i40C KEATING CROSS ROAD 652-3221
(' i ^ 1




20% OFF DRESSES & 2-6X CORDS & PANTS 











*Hang Ten Denim Skirts & Dresses 
*Sandra & Chuckles Dresses
‘Wide selection of Dresses, Jumpsuits, Co-ordinates, Winter 
Jackets
‘Cords now in Stock: . ^
GYPSY, ANDRE MICHEL, ItbwlGK '^UPER-SLlM^
Still some Summer Dresses at 40% DFF 
SPECIAL IN Aa SUES 
; e.g. Blouses - $6.89 Sweat Shirts - 8.95
Fantasia Fashioiis







"Your Cornmnity Minded Rental Company"
6777 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 









“The Rolls Royce 
of Boats ~ 
Handcratted on 
the Peninsula"
BUILT TO ORDER 
EASY TO HANDLE - 
GOOD STABILITY.
Top speed 25 knots, cruises at 20 
knots. Single or twin diesel 
power, plush Teak interior, Teak 
or Carpet llooring. *117,000 to $134,000 








CUSTORU BOAT BUILDING 
6765 KIRKPATRICK CRESC.
CORNER OF KEATING X RD. & KIRKPATRICK CRES.
LOWER FLOOR OF STANDARD FURNITURE j IIAiU.I.V





Let Mr. Buildall 
Help You
With Your Building Supply Needs'.!!
Whether you’re thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR 
MAINTAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
hii.l
Courteous salrjspeoplfj witti tho knowledge to help you with your project,
Suppfyinji quality mefchandhe to Victoria and the penintula (or om SO yean
VISIT BUThEIT BROTHBS BUILDALL TODAY 
THE SUPERMARKET OF BUILOINQ MATERIALS.




2046 KEATING X ROAG 
6524121
Open Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., 







't'. rt. .C- , 1
f“'i
-h-':










2481 Beacon 656-0911 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homes located in parks on pods. 
Listings and Sales. We welcome 
enquiries. Listings wonted. Wheel 
Estate. Phone collect. Lower 
Mainland Division. 13647*100th 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 1H9. 112- 
585-3622: Kamloops Division. 90*180 
Seymour Street. Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
2E2. 112-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 
People. (D.L. 6747. NA*tf
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories avail




28.1 FOOT FIBERFORMC/B new twin 
225 OMC's VHF, CB, sounder, stereo, 
fridge, stove, enclosed head, much 
more. $31,900. OBO takes. Must be 
sold by September 15. Phone 112-405- 
























IN SIDNEY ' ' " /
;Brethour Ave. 2 B.R. no- 
■step, post & beam home 
'dose lo downtown. Owner 




•"Delightfvil 2 B.R. mobile 
■.' home in adult oriented park 
’.^with all amenities. MLS. 
>$92,500.
; LAPWING PLACE 
::’4 B.R. Split level on 
'•scdudcd large lot. 10'/2% 
mortgage until June ’82. 
MLS. Asking $110,000.
For more information on





l.tic.iicd on large lot in quiet 
area of Siditcy. 'Tltis near 
new energy efficient home 
features quality and low
■ mainlcnance combined with 
eomlVm, Appro.'c. 1740 sq. 
fl. of well planned living, 




y 11,R, .split level home in 
Smith Sidney .situated on a 
(juiei enl-de-sae in an area 





2000 sq. ft. 4 B.R. 3 
biiihnuTins, family room 
wiili liicplacc, large living 
: and dining room. Low 
niiiinicnanu: exicrior. A 
' inie inn gain. MLS. 
EDWARD 
386-2119
I or sm> of your RcmI 












7 year old spotless home 
on fenced, beautifully 
landscaped lot close to 
park, schools, tran­
sportation. Features 3 
bdrms on main - 2 
bdrms, utility, 'A bath, 








3 bdrm. quality rancher - 
large beautiful lot on 
quiet no-thru street in 
Saanichton. Family 
room, 1 Vi baths, custom 
oak cabinets, large dble. 




New split level home in 
beautiful Brentwood. 
Top quality throughout - 
3 bdrms., IVi baths, 
large family room, fresh 
air heatilator F.P., 
custom solid wood 
cabinets, top quality 
carpeting, . roughed-in 
vacu-flo, dble. garage. 
Quiet no-thru street 




WAITRESSES. 2 years experience or 
more. Must be reliable, responsible, 
etc. Call Peter Hennessey for ap­
pointment. 656-2398. 3766-35
BABYSITTER REQUIRED lor working 
mother with 6 year old girl. Dean 
Park estates. If interested please cat) 
during business hours, 656-1131 ask 
lorRoselyn. 3725-35
CARETAKER: Private agriculturol 
island Sunshine Coast. Very close to 
shops. Prefer older couple, good 
health, non-drinkers, mechanical 
ond agricultural skills. Good salary, 




A major design-btiill contractor located in 
lower mainland requires a superintendent ex­
perienced in commercial Hush industrial con­
struction for a project in the Greater Victoria 
area, the position will be let on a contract 
basis covering approx. 4-5 months. Salary 
commensurate with the applicant's qualilica- 
tions and experience. All inquiries will be 
treated conlidentially. Phone B. Buckingham 
at 731-5631. local 7t.
(3828-37)
NEED LADY to babysit 9 year old girl 
tor 2 hours after school near San­
sbury. 656-3327 after 5 p.rn. 3816-35
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Schuckmann. 656-1990. 0707-tf
TIRED OF GARDENING? Phono 652- 
3318 after 5 p.m. for an estimate on 
landscaping, garden cleanups or 
yearly mointenonce.3659-35 
DAYCARE, Keating X Road area. 652- 
5855.3631-34
RUBBAGE. GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035.
3^
LADY SEEKS EMPLOYMENT Monday- 
Friday, 4:00 p.m. - til? Available 
weekends. Varied experience 
cashier, secretary, receptionist. 656- 
6855 ofter4 p.m. 3825-35
EXPERIENCED DAYCARE, my home 




RESPONSIBLE DAYCARE available in 
my homo, 2 children, 4 years of ago 
and up. Keating area. 652-5813. 3793- 
36
Your
Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney
at the foot of Beacon Ave.
656-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics
Open Fri. Night until 9 p.m.
WSA
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS
available locally at PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Studio). For unique learning ex­
perience, coll Gil or Alister at 656- 
2242 or 656-4739.tf
PIANO LESSONS, classical and/or 
populor. Register now for fall 
season: limited openings. 20 yeors 
teaching experience. Suzuki and 
R.C.M.656-4060.38 
PIANO LESSONS for beginners, ages 
8 • 13 storting in September. 656- 
3603.35 
LEARNING TO PLAY tho piano should 
be fun. Clossicol and chord method. 
Mrs. Sinclair, 656-6058. 3762-34
Pets & 
Livestock
COMMUNITY COUNSElLiNC CENTRE, 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 9813- 
Fifth Street, Sidney.  tf
DRY SKIN?
Ate you aware that cocoa bullet, the active in- 
gtedieni in COCREMA preparations has been 
used lor many years as a special skin lood lor 
women'’ COCREMA products are especially 
recommended lot dry skin problems as a 
moisturizer and conditioner, COCREMA pro- 
duels are available at Sidney Pharmacy.
(3794-35)
AVAILABLE
Fork lift etc 
35
- LARGE FRAMING CREW. 
Phone 112-372-0611. na-




For further information 
on these and many other 
fine homes on the 





MOBILE HOME PARK: 1,000 foot on 
highway 97, near Clinton and Hot 
Creok Coal Developmont, 10 aero 
pork, executive home, equipment, 
possible strata title to gross over 
$500,000.00, Forces sale by owner, 
only $135,000.00. PHone 112-459- 
7756, nQ-35
^87,000
Charming and Different 
Sidney




SIDNEY COURT TOWN HOUSE, 3 
bedroomn, ' IV, boflu, $25 mbnihly 
ojiiossiTionl. Ideal lor rollromonl. 
Close lo booch and Beacon Ave, 
$04,000,656-6692. 3001-35
40 ACRE LOT on Hollo Coolo River, 
$70,000. All cosh. Wrilo Box 01, Tho 
Tribune, 108 North Ut Avenue, 
WllllomsLoko, D,C. V2G lYO. nQ-35, 
COMOX ' Uniquu dusignud 4 
bedroom homo, 2 bathrooms, 2 
flreplocos, family room. Fully lan­
dscaped, quiol cul-do-ioc, $95,000. 
Will accept $60,000. ograamonl lor 
solo IS-/. 2 years. Phone 112-339. 
3966 (mornings) 112-339-4522, no-36
Sidney
Not in Subdivision
Idviii 'r' lois (lii|iiii> foiicii, .3 liiKlinoin hoii'/i, 
iililctKi! hoal, (iMiilli' iliiMiin. woikiihop I'lluniit' 
11(1 aim wiikil
*148,000.
Cordon - G5C-3032 till 
656-4539 after 6 p.m.
6 p.m.
EXPERIENCED BUS BOY, over 17 years 
of age lor Deep Cove Chalet. 656- 
3541, ask for Luke. 3808-35 
MATURE WELL GROOMED ex­
perienced waitress required, lull or 
port lime. Also, on experienced port 
time cook. Apply in person before 11 
a.m. or oiler 2 p.m. Scondie Family 
Restaurant. 2359 Beacon Ave. Sid­
ney. 3807-35
BUSY SIDNEY BEAUTY SALON 
requires mature experienced 
hairdresser, full or port lime. Apply 
lo The Pink KItfen Beouty Salon, 11204- 
2405 Bcacon Ave. 656-2233. 3803-35 
PERSONS SEEKING employment in 
farm work, . dairy, plant nursery, 
gardening, landscaping etc. contact 
Canada Form Labour Pool, 205-3400 
Douglas Street, Victoria. Both per- ' 
monenl and pert time jobs will be 
available this season. 382-4274. 3800- 
36 . .. ... ' . '
CAR RENTAL COMPANY requires 
Sidney resident or retired person on 
call for port time duty, Sidney area. 
Pleasant personality, drivers license 
and mathematics essential. 658-8459. 
evenings. 3787-35
NEW VANCOUVER ISLAND G.M. 
DEALERSHIP requires Jour- 
noyman/Palnlor. Offering above 
union wage and excellent fringe 
benelils'. Contact Ed Klasen, phono 
112-949-7442.no-35 
CERTIFIED COACH required by the 
Faro, Yukon Gymnastic Club and 
olllo. This will bo a lull-limo job. 
Salary negotiable, Mrs. Deforest 
(403)994-2439 or send resume to Box 
543, Foro, Yukon, YOB IKO, no-35 
MANAGER, Tokhini Recroollon 
Centro, Whitehorse, Yukon. Salory 
nogollablo, Foclllllos Include curling 
rink, bowling alloy, lounge, holl. 
Experience required. Write G. 
Zooland, 5 • F.vorgroon, While horse, 
Yukon, YIA 4Y3. Phone (403)667- 
7821. na-35
ALMe'a INTERIOR. We ore looking for
people lo join us In home solos and 
itoslosslng. ol lingerie, novolllos, 
lotions, ole. II Intorostod in u fun and 
dlllqroni typo ol evening, coll Don or 
Suson collect ol 1 12-859-5244 
(Abbotslord).  nQ-35
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN with modem
two bedroom homo, Vancouver 
Island, looking lor live In liouso 
keeping companion. Chnorlul 
diiposlllon, roosonobly good cook, 
drivers license ossontinl. Full details, 
snap shot II possible. All umiuirlos 
(insworod. Ucix 5264, Chronicle Box 
400, Ladysmith, 0,C, VOR iCO, no-35 
SALES representative’ioqui7od by
oxpnntling wholesaler'irnprtrlor. 
Career opporlunlly lor sell rnollvolod 
Individual , , , submit resume lo; 
OKANAGAN GIFT ft SOUVENIR, 2250 
Oornoi Street, Ponllclon, B.C, V2A
' 6T^_____ _____ ______ ______ ,,
NEW COMPANY needs co-ordlnnltsd. 
Irene and Bud Brooks have slotted 
B.C, Warehouse, lobrlc pulnli. gloss 
elihlng; live other crolls. For more 
Inloitnolliin phono Mor) M2-n56'2600 





'Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 





Skippered 41 ft. - up to 
10 people
’Fishing - Sightseeing 
Water Taxi ITft. - up to 5 
people.




FREE TO GOOD HOME. German 
Shepherd' Border Collie cross spayed 
female, 1 yeor old. Well trained, 
loves children, good around horses. 
658-8473, Kathy.3829-35 
ATTENTION FETTERS. Mission City 
Aquorium Center and Pet Supplies. 
Low prices. Brand names. 206-33123 
1st Avenue, Mission, B.C. Phone 112- 
826-8051. Prompt service on mail 
orders. na-35
SEALED TENDERS for four 24 foot x 40 
foot portable classrooms (Fobco 
1974) will be recieved by the un­
dersigned up to 12 noon, September 
11. 1981. Highest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. Terms: As is. 
whore is, Powell River, B.C. For 
viewing arrangements phone 112- 
463*3104. D.l. Reid, Secretary- 
Treosurer, School District #47. 4351 











2 MODEL A doors lor 1930-31 closed 
cor. 652-4305 3631-35
'74 DATSUN ffATCHBACK, automatic, 
33,0OO miles, 1 owner, lady. MIchelin 
rodiols, economical commuting cor. 
$3,275, 652-3157 , 3806-35
'69 DODGE DART. Moke oilers. 656- 
7436.3799-35 
1979 DODGE MAXI • Von completely 
comperiied. Sell-conloined, low 
miloogo. Excellent condition, 1977 
Mazda car. Low mileage, good 
condition, Ed Wonsloll, Nokusp, B.C, 
Phone 112-265-3298. na-35
TOW TRUCK FOR SALE 1980 Holmes 
500 twin boom powor wrecker on 
Inlornotionol 1600 4 wheel drive 
buck. Truck has dual gas tanks, tree 
wheel hubs, 5 speed Ironsmisslon, 
825-20 tires. 2,500 kilometers, 
Wrecker has cor and truck low sling. 
West coast body with extension and 
dollys. Phono C ft T Rentals Lid, 112. 
635-6155, Torroco, B.C. na-36
Trailers, 
Campers & RVs
1973 GOLDEN FALCON TRAILER, 17'/, 
ll, lully sell conlolnotl, good shop# 
Ihroughoul, 1349 Columbia Ave, 
(coiner Wosi Soonlch Rood, Brent­
wood Boy). 652-4305, 3846-35
CLARK ENTERPRI5E5 
Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 OZ. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25: 
3/16 $1.50; '/." plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00: 3/16 $2.00. Works 
' at 9750 • 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 o.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656.;, : tf
FIREWOODS cut to order. Cedar 
posts, and roils. Select tree falling. 
656-4213. , ■ 3258-tt
WORLD FAMOUS Salt Spring Island 
Lomb.i Cut, wrapped and frozen to 
your specifications, whole or half.,: 
Informotion, 656-5316. 3661-35
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS!
Guaranteed lowest prices. Walker 
Door Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, 
NOrth Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond, 112-273-7030, Kamloops, 112- 
374-3566. Nanaimo opens Mid- 
September, ' no-tl
2 MAG TIRES, Keystone rims B60-13. 
Excellent condition, $135 pr: cat's 
kitti-poltl, sleeping basket, travel 
cage. Roasonablo. 652-9962. 35
NEARLY NEW youth and high choir, 
chrome; wall mirror, 41"x20". 656- 
3081.35 
ANTIQUE VICTORIAN SETTEE. 
Excellent condition, appraised value, 
$2,000. Asking $1,200, 656-3885, 35
TOP LOAD DISHWASHER, $125; 20" 
color TV, $125; Coffleld Ironor, $200. 
656-2913 olterO p.m.^5
UTILITY TRAILER, box 7'/i'x4'x2' 
oshing $89; screen and storm 
aluminum crossbuck door, white, loll 
hand opening, New condillon, 
34"xB0", $98, 656-S44B,3837-35 
GRAVEL OR SAND, $26 dolivorad; 6 
bogs manure, soil, chips, bork, sand 
or grovel, $16 delivered, 592-7068. 
3639-37
BEAUTY REST side by side twin beds 
with turquoise upholslerod hood- 
boord, Excollonl condillon, good 
value, $200; lady's block leather 
locket, size 12, $50, 656-2491,3840-35 
LARGE FURNACE OIL TANK; CCM 
rowing oxorcisor; 10 It. choln link 
harrow; 3 point hitch ripper; dinolle 
lel; cost Iron hot woloi radlol(srs; 









3 Room groups, bacttelor suites, individual 








Final Water Licence, 10249, Sandovet 
Spring, authorizes Ihe diversion and use 
ot 1.500 gallons a day ol water lor 
domestic purposes on Section 4. Range 
2. East lying west oi East Saanich Road. 
North Saanich District.
This licence has become subject to 
cancellation (or (allure by the licensee lot 
three successive years to make 
benelicial use o( the water lor the pur­
pose and in the manner authorized under 
the licence.
Notice is hereby given that unless cause 
to the contrary is shown within 60 days 
ol the date ol the lourlh publication ol 
this notice the said licence will be 
cancelled. ,
; P.M.iBrady , f, , 




"This is the 1 St, Publication,'
50% COMMISSION! Make extra 
money! Sell Christmas, everyday 
cards, jewellery, wrappings and 
gifts. Fast service. Particulars ond 
"Free rain bonnet.” Write: Veribest, 
Box 309, Brocebridge, Ontorio, POB 
ICQ.na-35 ^ 
bTIsY grocery store” fishing'
supplios, gos pumps, separate living 
quarters on beautiful Kootenay Lake 
30 miles north of Creston, B.C. High­
way 3A. $250,000. Annual sales. 
Phone 112-223-8311 ■no-35 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY FOR RENT. 
700 square foot work shop or show 
room, plus three bedroom home. 5 
miles south of Quosnel on Highway 
97. Phone days 1 12-747-1605 
evenings 112-992-5987. no-35
HAVE STR1KK ANdTnFLATION GOT
TO YOU? Moybe a part-time 
wholesale business at home is the 
answer to make that extro money. 
Phone 112-397-2557.no-35 
PAVING COMPANY in the B.C. 
Interior, all equipment necessary. 
Good company name. Plenty of work 
lined up. Phone collect 112-376-7632. 
Komloops ofter6 p.m. na-35
EARN MONEY! SAVE MONEY! Learn 
Income Tax Preparation at home. For 
free brochure, no obligatin, write U & 
R Tax Schools, 1148 Main Street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2W 3S6. na-40
LOG HOME BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: 
Set up your own piec-en-piec log 
home company. Buy the hand crafted 
components from us. McCulloch 
Custom Log Homes Ltd., phone 112- 
892-3492. no-35
VICTORIA SOCIETY OF ARTIST
exhibition of framed paintings in oils, 
ocrylics, water colours and pastels, 
Hillside Mall, Sept. 14 to 19th. in­
clusive during shopping hours. 37
PENINSULA FIGURE SKATING CLUB 
registration will bo held Saturday, 
September 12. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Panoramo Leisure Centre. Advance 
registration- forms at Panorama 
leisure Centre. 36
Registration for Scouts, 
Cubs, Beavers, Venturers, 
Guides, Brownies and Path 
Finders.
September 10 at 7:30 p.m., 
Scout Hall, Sevan & Rd.
Parents Only,
picked, 8/$1.00. 656- 
3033-35
ASHCROFT tomatoes, corn, 
cucumbers, eggplant, peppers and 
tnolons. Thompson Bench Forms, 
phone 112-453-2372 or stop at Fresh 
Choice Fruit Stond 2 kilometers south 
of Cache Crook. na-35
“ LE COTEAU PARSES
Eaily Apples, Hnl flouse tomaloes, Hanging 
Baskels. House Plants. Open dailV. 9 a.m, ■ 5
”" 304 Walton Place,
off Oldfiold Rd.
658-5888
Notice of Application for Change 
of Name
NOTICE is hereby given an application will be 
made to the Diiecloi o! Vital Statistics lot a 
change ol name, pursuant lo Ihe provisons ol 
the "Change ol Name Act," by me — Carol 
Louise Bobick ol 7217 Seamoum Close iii 
Saanichton, in the Provmce ol Biilish Colum­
bia. as lollows:
To change niy name Iruni Carol Louise Bobick 
lo Carol Louise lario Bobick,
Baled this 26 day ol August A,D, 1981 
C lario Bobick
Sidney Ladies Barbershop Chorus
OPEN HOUSE
Monday, September 14/81
Ladies. II you would like to sing lot lun and 
Itiendship and are looking lor something dil- 
leient, why not try Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Choius? Come to our Open House at Ihe 
Masonic Hall, corner ol 4th Sheet and Baker 
Doors open 7:1b p m. contmencing at 7:45. 
Come and listen and en|oy For more inlotma- 
tion, call 666-7828.
(3838-36)




SKt EQUIPMENT) 10 tpood; lapu 
rncordore; lcn ekaloe; Brciwnin, 
Gtildn, Dnavor unlloritts: duuble bud; 
HuniiTinl llouflitot; liirnocn; baeiiball 
tltoni (clAQli) ttic. 656-3336; 656- 
4306. 3947-35
FOR GOAL SETTING workshops lo 
Help you doclHo and got who! you 
lettlly want from lifo, contact 
Com mint (col Ions. Consultants, 
ovonings 5 ■ 7 p.m, A.B. Foroslor, 
5')5-766l, or M.A. Htomson, 381-
171______   3784-36
MEN AND WDMEN wnitmno at Ihn 
nitw sosslon of Ihn "Poninsula 
Slnotirsslotting ogaln on Tunsdoy, 
Soptomhnt 15, 7:30 p.m. Tho 
Cnnailian lugian, Mills Rd. Ability to 
tend music on (iilvnnlogo. 653-9038, 
3I135 36;
iFfHDiE PEo’pri’"wbo Itavn'praw
liapr, plricod In tlin I’nl tlay-Dnop 
Citvo wotni otnas • somo Irafts am 






Solos or Imtso land Forkllll. Four 
wliool drivo 90 ilogrwn pivot slnnrlng, 
6000 Ib, cqputily, 35 tool lilt, 33 tool 
runih, llontlng (orks, phonn 113-3'/3.
nn-3S





chosinrilnid nnd choir; 
dinnilo lultn; small 
, tlrnplr^. 6Sjb'0093
lEstiite
. ' For Wont'
FULL-TIME ADVERTISING TYPESETTER 
REQUIRED by Vnncouvnr Wnukly, 
nxporinncod on Edit Wrilnr 7500 ot' 
sintilur oqulpntnnl an aisot. Rnsumn 
lo Arrowsmllh Star, Box 1,100, 
f’aiKsvIlIn, tl.C. V0R3SO, no 37
CHIID'S U INCH 
















church property lor mnt In 
5ldn«y, approx, 1000 sq, ll, 658-0333 
tilinrfjp.m 3774.36
S BIOROOMS, 1'-’. baths,'llmitlwn, 
don. (teipol houso). 1535.656-7911, 
3114 1 -35 ^
AVaTuBU OCTOBiRHfTud^^^^^ 
haul*, Incluriino oppllancni, 6SS. 
3443._ ___ . 3»44-J$




NON IMUKINO, NON DRINKING
rntiwnslhlu coupln snnklng nk* 3 
Ulim, hom», lono tPtin rant on 
Snonith Pnninsulo, Hondyrnoo nx. 
p.,fnMn'« nnri rtvendant ttslnrntsf-ns,
73h1t»4, .. .................... ...........
COi6oVA*’BAV'‘'’oi''’i*iNTWOOb 
RAY. Rwiponsibln mtituin working 
Intrmln urgisnlly r«t|nlr»s or 
enmrnodatlon. Exenllnnl telnranc*s. 
F'lnnin plionn 658 HI ft I. :i7fi6 36
HLLP WANTED
lliti I Own nl fnilm'iv invilr-. ,tp|jii(.iliuii'i lot 
Ihn ptii.iium 111 (iainriiici ill iiuiin.ii inyiiiviiig 
'■,|iilli'd li0ilu.ullui.il woi)-, III all .snlri'i ol 
i|,iiiitniiinj .iLiiviiu'i, ihnuHnih i-nc'wii.-diji- 
III iiellirtiK m.iltitiiii' toiil-, »i\ih'(|iiiiiiii(ilil 
uiii'il III <ii| pr,|iirhii',, ul hiii|ii'.ulli(ie i-, m 
twill'd Ithitiliiiii wilh .llw aiiiLlv Uiiliii'i'l ,w(l 
sui-i-ivitiii fciilimcliiiiili'i- i,i)m|ii|ilinn nl 
lii,n)li » (II i'i|uiv,il"iil, willi f.nn--iHW,i|ii(' 
tf-i'hi'ii ll hOfiii i-l'tir 1-1- nni-'u tf„](-ti,,, wtih 
1 i',',Mili'i,i',,le . i--i.ii- ll, hum-il'Tii.ii
|'ii;i.:i.ir.. i<
Hhiiin Wii()i' v-'i'w I'ltll SKI ?l (iw Iwiii 
,l,i(iii.iiy Kill,' ) 11 ,‘l i.'iii hiiiii iiMii(i 1(1 
$11 H;-l pi-r hi'iii h.iy Ki)>:i
WiiUi-n ,i|ni'ii:,i|i(ii:(, nuiudiiiq lull leinwU' 
,lint d,ill- (ll ilv.uiatiil.ly, in hr -.iiWh-ned In 
Ihe uiiili'ititjnt’il by 4 |i nt ‘ie|iliiili|it'i 
14m , tWH ’
I 1 ;,i,iiM! 
li’iriitji -
Woiti, ,i(ii] ficnvH111, 
7440 Sidney Avnnuti 
tiiftnny, ft C,
I'ftl IV’
1911 • U FT. CAMPION OU and 
Rnoilrunnitr iroilar, 50 HP nnd 6 HP 
Johnson. Unil u*od only 8 hn. Mull 
t'ftpl-'-556 1387, 3851-35
17'”’BO Ar'i18»()S “ 37 TtTljF'Mttirc, 
axitos II ,500 oho. 656-509I or con 
bit man at Baoton Mnrlno, 3036^35
MARINE SUPPLIES 
AND ACCESSORIES
Biipiiii on 4II rntLos, liihiiirdi. out- 
btiiidi, iltiiidrivtti.
•BMW MAIIINf •MARINTR OUT- 
886888 sMICHiaftN WHEEL 
•lt.|lt(lftt, I'HUI'lLlLlli -lillLOUH 
ALUM A0A1S xCRIW ft CHRIS 
CRsn •IIUtlEHS CLINREH SHATS
Hutel! Ilssrtee
Shop Ltd.
m\ • Ath STREET
65«-l4»2
ONE VR, OI.D 0 HP Saars rlilliig 
Iroclor mowar, wHh swanpar. Lltar) 
vary llllla, well priced ql $1,300. 653- 
3354 ollar 6:30 p.m. 3809-35
RIDING LAWNMOWIh"’, 5 ifP Murr'oy,
Nearly new, $500, 656-4460. 3790-35 
ft’DRAWli* CHisf oT dm’wetV, "iM; 
brown easy choir, 135; TV lobla, $10,
653-4708, 6-10 p,m,_______  3789-35
DiscbuNT"4r5'.,'"'Comple’la lleiait 
Disco Syslerrt "Carvln Vago", 
Copoclly 440 wnlls. Includat ligbl 
syilam, Dorgoln lor 13,100, Phono 
Don 113-9 56-41154, . no 35
on VOuiTOWn'oOID wlitiTfryinQ
t)uf4lim«(t Vlbratlna gold sluice box, 
now In 3 ilsai, proven Hie worlds' 
best, phone I)3-I5V-S490 Abbot­
sford. no-SlI
CInsaos Dogln 8«pt 16
FiStfl Block will tonch you lo 
propni'O Ificorno Tnx ro- 
turna in n spocini 13-1/2 
WbHik lultlon course,
• CoEiraoa cover curranl 
lAx laws
• Enrolmoni opon lo all 
ages
• No prevlouB tralnino or 
oxparienco mquIrMl
• Full or pari lime employ­
ment wHh lift nvalinbte 
to quallflad giradufttoft
For (Jotnils and 010.18 
nrhi'Hiilpq . plrifine write 
or phono;
OARAOI tAlE Solurdoy, September 
5 f(nm in • 4 p m ■7030 Cmii mr Or 
Something for everyone, Ctih. 
dishes, sewing rnothine. 
mlscelloneoiis. ^
SEPTE’ftfn, Siirulo^lrnm"!ajlfl 





fi8«-74ii siBNfv, nc VBLSCr 
wtio cow 0 Pf A amcR income 
TA* TRACHtn?
Sealed Tenders will be received I. 




Drawings, specifications, forms of tender 
and detailed instructions of Bidders are 
available to General Contractors at the office 
of: Marshall. Goldsworth & Associates 
1009 Langley Street,
Victoria, B.C, V8W 1V7
on or after 9:30 a,m,, September 2, 1981, A 
returnable deposit of Fifty Dollars ($50,00) is 
required lor each set o( drawings and 
specifications. Tenders must be good tor 
thirty (30) days, Tenders must be accom­
panied by a Bid Bond In Ihe form prescribed, 
which binds the tenderer and the Surety in 
the amount of 10% of the tender price at the 
I time of tendering, A Performance Bond in the 
I form prescribed, must bo provided by the 
successful tenderer prior to tho award of tho 
contract.
Certified cheques will not be accepted.
The lowest of atiy tender not necessarily ac­
cepted,
Drawings and specifications may be viewed 
at the (ollowing location:
Construction Association - Victoria, B.C. 
Tenders must be made out on the forms sup­
plied by the Architect, and addressed and I delivered lo the address below not later than 
I3;UU p.m,, Septombei 2A, 1981, lenders 
received alter 3:00 p.m, Local Time will not I be considered.
Mr, G, Logan, Town Hall,
2440 Sidney Street, Sidney, B,C,
V8L 1V7
'J'SfegMvSfeW^^^^















You can place your classified ad in 74 newspapers throughout B.C, 







VICTORIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
FALL show, First United Church Hall, 
932 Balmoral. Friday, Sept. 18, 2 - 10 
p.m. Saturday Sept. 19, 10 a.m. ■ 9 
p.m. Deadline for entries. Sept. 15. 
Schedules from Mrs. S. McMinn, 382* 
9836.36
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST. SCIENTIST, 
1205 Pandora Ave. Free lecture. “The 
Logical Certainty of Christian 
Healing”. Tuesday. Sept. 8, 8 p.m. All 
welcome. 35
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED by The 
Belfrey Theatre for assistance in 
many areas of the theatre. Call at 
385-6815 or drop in to the Belfrey 
Wednesday. Sept. 9 ot 7:30 p.m. 
Fernwood and Gladstone. Ail 
volunteers welcome. 35
SIDNEY TWIRLERS AND DRUM CORPS 
registration, Thursday, Sept. 10 and 
17-6-8 p.m. Sidney Elementary 
Gym. Boys and Girls, Twirlers 5 yrs. 
and up: drummers 8 yrs. and up. Info. 
656-6098 or 656-4429. 37
PIONEER GIRLS CLUB, Sidney fall 
registration Tuesday, Sept. 15. 6:30 
p.m. at Bethel Fellowship Baptist 
Church, 2269 Mills Rd. Further info. 
656-7359 or 656-5012. 35
CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP MEETING,
Sept. 8 at 7:30 p.m. Royal Jubilee 
Hospital (Board Room of the 
Memorial Pavilion). Topic of 
discussion: Vagina! birth after a 
Cesarean. Speaker, Dr. Murray 
Morrison. Everyone welcome. Info. 
479-6837. 35
MEET NEW. FRIENDS, singles and 
couples. Learn to square donee eWry' 
1 Wed. starling Sept. 30, call 478-4542 
or 479-2958, Spares 'n Pairs. 36
BOWLING. Ladies daytime league 
starting Tuesday, September 8. 
Morning ond,afternoon league. Join 
the fun, call pam, 656-4980 or Joy, 
656-3845. 35
A VEGETARIAN POTLUCK PICNIC will 
bu held by V.l. Vegetarian Assoc. 
Sunday, Sept. 13, 12:30 p.m. Thetis 
Lake Park. Please bring food to 
share, plates, cups and eating 
utensils. Info, call pat 656-6583. 36
DISCOVERY TOASTMISTRESS CuTb
begins the new term on-Thursday, 
September 10 at 8 p.m. at the Shady 
Creek United Church Hall on East 
Saanich Road. 35
SIDNEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLwtII be 
selling supply kits at cost, August 31 
to September 4 and the first week of 
school from 10 o.m. to 12 noon 
outside the gym. 36
PEGGY ROELOFS wishes to announce 
she is back in the travel business with 
Aloddin Travel (Brentwood) Ltd. Call 
me at 652-3981 (Bus.) .or 656-7784 
(Home) for all your travel needs. 
3634-35
BLUEWATER CRUISING ASSOC, 
meetings will commence Wed­
nesday. September 9 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre, Sidney, 7:30 p.m. All 
persons who have done offshore 
soiling, plan on going In the future or 
just dream of going are welcome to 
attend. Call Muriel. 656-2723 tor 
information. 35
VOLUNTEERS ore needed to help in 
the Central Saanich Boys and Girls 
Club’s Fall programs. For further 
infromation call Morion, 383-1101. 36
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a worm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Resthaven or coll us at 656- 
5537. tf
1Get out on the street.
Take a walk.
senan^m,pamapaatank
■ Tb« C«AM>i*n mmoTMtnt hx partenM tItnaM
YOURAD
IN 74 NEWSPAPERS
Call our classidod department to send your ad to all 74 papers in the 
B.C-& Yukon Community Newspaper Association.
25 WORDS $99









•86 sq, tt, of 
sail area, 
•Floatation Cells 



























“From Estimate to . 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"








9807 - 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
THE UPPER MALL, 
TOWN SSARE 
203 2405 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C.
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - r-'loors - Carpels 






Por your electrical consiruction, addi 
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Rdwirlnu, ek'cliTc liuminn n- 
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SAM
“THE” ROOFER
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2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





















Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 





" ® h.n'klmT' scrvict'
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Uoiiiviilinii, lovt/Hing, i)ini)(,(;,i|)ii 
(iieii.'tiaiHiM I ftiiii (inii iwdei
656-6573
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK I'll.LINCi • LOADING 
Sf.f’llC rANKfJ 
flLILR Or.DS 
HCWLH titOMM DHAINti 
Y^ArriUlNLS




FcBii' I’nst*,, Dinging, SO 





‘Lawns, feed or sod 
‘Cement work 
‘Fencing





KesiifiMitial. OoiniueiTial and 
(’.uirClourse ('onsinu’lioti.







DSESEl. AND C;AS 
CkiiniviHi' InstalLulonM
i Keliuildiiige.xhaust systfins. Eorple- 
asine. conimi-reial nnd Fishing






Factory Authorlzod Sorvl-Cenfre 
EVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOARDSili 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNORIVES 
Also Sorvico lor
HONDA a SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
mttcLrui/cr
Mon. • Sat.
BOO a.rn. • 0:00 p.m.









































® 22 years plumbing 
e.xperience in U.C’,.
® Special rates tin- 
pensionei's 
® New liomes 











New Conslruclioii, Renovations, 
Rep.rir Work ^ ‘ j*
9883 - 7th Street




















Don't bo dltirippolntod!,,, 























Duality Work ■ Free Estimates
Finishing Carpentry. Renovations, 





Repairs to Lawnmowers. 
Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc.
Tun»-Ups
10134 McDonald Parii Rd.
J.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
6485 OLDFIELO HD, , R.R.K3 
VICTORIA, B.C:, V8X 3X1
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL'
. •Heat Pumps •Air Condilioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 
652-1786 or 388-5464 
(res.) pg. #447
SIDNEY GLASS
Marina, Auto A Salaty Glass 
Window Class • Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
IriMir.irn o Cl.iims 
I’lorninly li.intltef)
6S6-1313
101H McDonnld Park Rd
Superior
Refrigeration




9H12 • 4th St., !3idn«v
J^m,.
] 10114 Mebonalil Park Rd.
f'A:,. ''T-Tr""!!
Makers of fine 











rurnocea, flieplactshi, duct 
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Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
Countryside Preschool, a 
parent-owned co-operative in 
Central Saanich for three and 
four-year-old children, is ac­
cepting registration for the fall. 
For more information call Mrs. 
Holy Clifford at 652-4650.
Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
registration will be held 10 a.m. - 
2 p.m. Sept. 12 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Advance 
registration forms available at the 
centre.
Peninsula Christian Women’s 
After Five Club plans a dinner 7 - 
9 p.m. Sept. 14 at the 
Travelodge. Special feature: doll 
collection; music - Charlene 
Krahn, soloist; speaker, Norma 
Dick. Reservations by Sept. 10, 
call Janette at 652-2930.
Green Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during September. Stores are 
located at 713 Johnson, Victoria; 
9775-2nd Street, Sidney; 2812 
Bryn Maur, Langford, and 7174 
West Saanich Road, Brentwood 
Bay.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, learn to square dance 
every Wednesday starting Sept. 
30. Call Spares ‘n Pairs at 478- 
4542 or 479-2958.
Survival Skills for Managers 
(Sept. 9 and 10, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
:and a Board Workshop (Sept. 9,
8 - 10 p.m.) will be conducted by 
Marlene Wilson. Register by 
calling Victoria Volunteer Bureau 
at386-2269.
The Victoria Society of Artists 
will present an exhibition of 
framed paintings in oils, acrylics, 
:water colors and pastels in the 
;Hillside Mall Sept. 14 - 19 during 
shopping hours.
; The Bluewater Cruising 
Association meeting will start 
7:30 p.m.. Sept. 9 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. All persons who 
'have done offshore sailing, plan
on going in the future or just 
dream about it are welcome to, 
attend. Call Muriel at 656-2723 
for more information.
Peninsula Players will be 
auditioning for Charlie’s Aunt, 7 
- 9 p.m. Sept. 8 and 2 - 4 p.m. 
Sept. 13 at Central Saanich Lions 
Hall, 6994 East Saanich Road. 
Six men, four women, all ages 
required. For more information 
call Penelope Bornhold at 652- 
5680.
Sidney Preschool is offering a 
quality play program for three 
and four-year-old children. 
Register now for September, for 
more information call Linda 
New, at 656-7654 or Marge 
Friesen at 656-5133. Sidney 
Preschool is a non-profit 
organization.
The Cesarean Birth Group will 
meet Sept. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
board room. Memorial Pavilion, 
Royal Jubilee Hospital. Dr. 
Murray Morrison is guest 
speaker, topic of discussion is 
vaginal birth after a cesarean. All 
welcome. More information at 
479-6837.
A free public lecture will be 
given by Bruce Fizwater, Por­
tland, Oregon, a member-oi the 
Christian Science 3bard of 
Lectureship, Sept " 8 at 8 p.m. at 
the First Church of Christ.
Scientist, 1205 Pandora. Title: 
The Logical Certainty of 
Christian Healing.
The Victoria Legal Secretaries’ 
Association plans a conveyancing 
workshop at 6:45 p.m. Sept. 22 at 
St. Andrews Presbyterian 
Church, Kirk Hall. Speaker is 
Barb Dyer. Call Doris Vernon at 
658-8383 for more information. 
Registration deadline is Sept. 11, 
fees $10 for members, $15 non­
members.
The September dinner meeting
of the Victoria Legal Secretaries’ 
Association will be held at 5 p.m. 
Sept. 8 at Princess Mary 
Restaurant. 344 Harbour Road. 
Guest speakers Chris Considine 
(defence consel) and Malcolm 
Macauley (Crown prosecutor) 
will discuss murders, rape, drug 
smuggling and crime in Victoria. 
Reservation deadline Sept. 3, call 
388-5421 or 382-8067. For ad­
ditional information 592-0624.
Saanich Peninsula La Leche 
League welcomes women in­
terested in breast feeding to the 
start of a new series of 
discussiciis at 8 p.m. Thursday, 
t-: be held at 9208 Lochside 
Drive, Sidney. Babies always 
welcome. For more information 
call 658-5753.
Human resources plans a 
fostering information night at
7:30 p.m. Sept. 8 at 1627 Fort 
Street. Couples, single adults 
welcome. Questions on becoming 
a foster parent answered. A film 
will be shown, coffee served. For 
more information call 598-5121.
Pioneer Girls Club in Sidney 
will conduct its fall registration at 
6:30 p.m. Sept. 15 at the Bethel 
Fellowship Baptist Church, 2269 
Mills Road. Separate groups for 
girls in grades 1 - 2, 3 - 4, 5 - 7 are 
planned. For more information 
call Mrs. Betty Harrison at 656- 
7359 or 656-5012.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus needs ladies voices in all 
ranges. The group meets 
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street. No 
auditions, and singers don’t need 
to be able to read music. The 
chorus sings for fun and frien­
dship. Come and listen with no 
obligation, for more information 
call 656-7828.
Men and women welcome at 
the new session of the Peninsula 
Singers starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 15 at the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Mills Road. Ability to 
read music an advantage.
Vegetarian potiuck picnic will 
be held by Vancouver Island 
Vegetarian Association at 12:30 
p.m. Sept. 13 in Thetis Lake 
Park. Bring food to share, also 
plates, cups, eating utensils. 
Everyone welcome. More in­
formation call Pat at 656-6583.
Seminar-workshop sponsored 
by the Associated Disabled 
Persons of B.C. Subject: 
Housing and accommodation - a 
need for equality, 8:30 a.m. - 4 
p.m. Sept. 19 at UVic’s Cornett 
Building, room 163. Speakers 
include an architect and 
representatives from human 
rights, housing ministry.
Victoria Horitcultura! Society 
fall flower show. Sept. 18 and 19, 
First United Church Hall, 932 
Balmoral. Deadline for entries 







A surprise 40th 
wedding anniversary 
dinner was held for 
Len and Joan Carr at 
Sidney Travelodge 
Aug. 23. The 
celebration was 
arranged by the 
couple’s children — 
Carol and Paul, from 
Vancouver; Barbara 
from Sidney and 
Donald, Victoria.
Out of town guests 
included Mr. and 
Mrs. Griffith, Salmon 
Arm, former 20-year 
residents of Sidney, 
and Bill and Gigi Day, 
Barstow, California.
A splendid meal 
was served and 
dancing followed. 
Ozzie’s canned music 
prepared a special 
recording of the 
evening’s festivities 
and presented this to 
the couple, along with 
a written program of 
the recorded history.
The Carrs received 
beautiful gifts from 
their friends but they 
said the best gift of all 
was the presence of 
many friends and 
family. The couple 
said the evening was 
“delightful” and are 






PRICES EFFECTIVE TILL SEPT. 9
SVIATERIALS OR while stocks last
WEDNESDAY® 
THURSDAY ® FRIDAY ® SATURDAY
SANDED
PLWYOOD
1/4” Factory 4x8.... . . . . . .sht. Ifi®®
1/2” Factory 4x8 ......... shtlB®®
5/8” Factory 4x8 .sht 18®®
3/4” Sanded D............ sht 18®®
SHOP GRADE
PARTICAL BOARD
1/8” 4x8 . .............................. sht 2"^®
3/8” 4X8,...............................sht5'®




EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HA1RSTYI.ING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING 
AT THE NEW




T&G. Smooth Face, 
Resawn Back,
Cover 18 - 19 sq, (t.
pkg.
PANELLING
A true bargain In a number one wall panel. Full 
4'x8' sheet, Pro-(inlshed V-grooved panelling in 
warm woodgrain pattern,
YOUR CHOICE OF HAIDA CEDAR. INDIAN 
ROSEWOOD. RED OAK, WALNUT OAK........ ea.
CABINET PLYWOOD
3/4“ L,C, GIS Walnut . ,ttlit 69.95
3/4“ V.C. Maple • 2 Sides,........ ,,., ,»ht 49.88
3/4“ V,G, Oak -1 side ....... ,,,slit 59.95
ODDS ’N ENDS
Black Poly 4mil, lOOOsq.tl,,. . ...........
Compost Boxes 4x5 • Easy to assemble ,.
90 Ib. Roofing GroeiUUlod ,,
Windsor Tapo&KnIfo Sot, ........
Tarpaper 400 sq,it,roll., 
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Saanich Peninsula Neighbourhood
Ybiiow (Pages closing soon.
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itiuH i iNlsi llPi I3.C-5S32 ttii niwootrimi
OPEN SUNDAYS -10:00 - 5:00
'rime's running wit.
So check into your Yellow Pages listing and let us know about any
changes.
Now's the time lo look into multiple listings s(t your business can be in 
many places at once (extra charges apply for extra listings).
It’s also a good idea lo list each firm you represent so people won’t have 
to go out of their way to find ywi.
Remember namrs, positions and addresses ('an change in a yr'ar and your 
listings should change right along with them.
For further information plume your B.C. Tel Business Office, hut liurry. 
You’ll find it pays l(,i be Jouiid in ilu.‘ Yidlow Page.s.
Aciver1:f«te whore? you'll ho found.
Fast.
Vli(kTW
